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CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION
SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT
PRINTED IN U.S.A.

PANEL SYSTEM 
SELECTOR TEST CIRCUIT 

FOR TESTING OFFICE INCOMING AND 
FINAL SELECTORS

CHANGES
A« CHANGED AND ADDED ‘FUNCTIONS
A«1 This circuit was changed to provide operation in areas 

where subscribers loop ranges extend to 1300 ohms#
B« CHANGES IN APPARATUS
B.l Added

1 Res* ISBN • ISOOco 1 Res. 19MB - 362w - 362t»>1 Key 92B - fLRF)
D. DESCRIPTION OF CIRCUIT CHANGES
D*1 In order to provide operation in areas where subscribers 

loop ranges extend to 1300- ohms "ABn wiring and apparatus 
were added replacing "AA" wiring. Note 24 was added 
covering this change#

All other headings under "Changes" no change.
1. PURPOSE OF CIRCUIT
1.1 The.purpose of this circuit is to test: Three-wire

office selectors, three-wire local incoming selectors, 
two-wire interoff ioe and mechanical tandem incoming 
selectors, two-wire interoffice key indicator in
coming Selectors, three-wire toll.key indicator in
coming selectors, two-wire toll key indicator in
coming selectors, repeating incoming selectors,, final 
selectors.
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• PABBL SYSTEII 
SBLJC'l'OR TEST CIRCUIT 

·CHARGES 

FOR T.ISTING OWICK INCCllING AND 
FINAL Sli:Ll!&TORS 

A. eHANGED AND ADDID ·IPUNCTIONS 

A.l • This circuit es changed to provide operation in a:reas 
where ~ubscribers loop ranges extend to 1~00 ohms .• 

B •. CHANGBS m APPARA'l'O'S 

B~l Ad~ed 

l Rea. 18BIC ~ 110()o 
l Res. 19MB • 35a., - 3_6&., . 
1 ltey 92B - .ltRF) 

D. DBSCRIPTlON 01" CIBCUIT CHANGES 

D.l In order to provide operation in areas where·subsoribers 
loop ranges extend to 1300,ohins "AB~ wiring and apparatus 
were.added replaci~g "AA".wiring. Note 24.was ad4ed 
ooTer ing this c·hange. 

All oth~r headings under· "Changes" .no cha·nge. 

1. PURPOSE OF CIRCUIT 

1.1 The. purpose ot this circuit is· to test: . Three-wire · 
ortice selectors, tl;lree-wire local inooming·sel~cto.rs, 
twa-wire interoffice and meohanieal tandem.incoming 
·selectors.,· -two--wire intero:t'tice key indicator in
coming geleotora, three-wire toll.key indicator iri
c·qmlng selectors, two-wire to~l. key indicator in
coming sel~otors, repea~ing· incoming selectors,. tinal 
selectors. 
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102 The 0;K. signals for the farious classes of test 
are given by appropriate lamp signals.

JL«3 This circuit is connected to the selector circuit
under test by means of patching cords.

2» WORKING LIMITS

2.1 None.

3. FUNCTIONS

3.1 To make manual test of:

Three-wire offioe selectors, three-wire local incom
ing selectors, two-wire interoffice and mechanical 
tandem incoming selectors, two-wire interoffice key 
indicator incoming selectors, three-wire toll key 
indicator incoming selectors, two-wire toll key 
indicator inooming selectors, repeating incoming 
selectors, final selectors.

3.2 Test conditions Imposed on the (L) relays are made 
to simulate service conditions by the addition of 
compensating, resistance and bridged capacity to 
the fundamental oircuit, or (in the oase of repeat
ing inooming selectors) by the use of special net
works.

3.3 The,hold value of the final selector (L) relay is 
tested.

3.4 The operate value of the final selector (PBX) 
relay is tested.

3.5 The incoming selectors are connected through to 
final multiple, .test lines which test the ringing, 
tripping and supervision.

The PBX hunting feature of final selectors is 
tested.

3.6

I 

1.2 The o.x~ 1ignals for the farious classes of test 
are giTen by appropriate lamp signals • ...... 
,. 

lo3 Tb.ls oi.Nuii is oonnected to the selector circuit 
under test by means ot patching cords. 

2. WORKING L IKITS 

aG1 None. 

3o FUNCTIONS 

3.1 'l'o make manual test'ot: 

Three-wire oftioe selectors; three-wire local incom
ing selectors• two.wire interottice and meohanio~l 
tandem incoming selectors, two-wire interoffice· key 
indicator incoming selectors, three-wire toll key 
indicator incoming ~eleotore, ·two-wire toll key 
indi~ator 1noom1ng selectors, repeating incoming 
seleotora, final seleotora. 

a.a Test oon41tiona imposed on th& (L) rel~ya are made 
to sjaulate eerTioe oond1t1one by tbe addition ot 
compensating resiatanoe and bridged capacity to 
the tundamen\al oirouit, or (in the oase or. repeat
ing incoming selectors) by the use or epec1ai net~ 
works. 

3.3 The,hold TSlue ot the final selector (L) relay le 
tested • 

. The opera'be. value of the final seleotor (rBX) 
relay is tested. 

3o5 The incomi~g selectors are connected tllrougb.'to 
final mult1pl~.test lines which test the ringing, 
tripping and sup~rTision. 

. . . 
The PBX hunting feature ot final selectors is 
tested. 

• .. 
• 

.. 

• 
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4, CONNECTING CIRCUITS

4.1 Three-wire office selector and office selector 
test line connecting interrupted battery to the 
tip or ring.

4.2 ' Three-wire local incoming selector, two-wire inter
office and mechanical tandem incoming selectors, 
two-wire interoffice key indicator,incoming 
selector, three-wire tol»l key indicator incoming 
selector, two-wire toll key indicator incoming 
selector, repeating incoming selector, and their 
associated final multiple test lines.

4.3 Final selector and associated test lines and jack 
circuits.

DESCRIPTION OF OPERATION

5, APPARATUS AND FUNCTIONS

5*01 (RM) stepper switch is used for controlling the
progress of a test, position 1 is its normal posi
tion.

5.02 The numerical keys are of the locking type ar
ranged so that only one key in each row will stay 
down at a time. They are used to direct a 
selector to a particular line or group.

5.03 The resistance keys are locking. When thrown in 
one. direction resistance only is inserted in the 
fundamental circuit. When thrown in the opposite 
direction capacity is bridged as well as resist
ance. These keys may be used individually or in 
combination.

5.04 (FOR) "Final Capacity and Resistance" key is lock
ing* It is provided where fig. E is used. It may 
be used alone to apply a lumped resistance, and 
grounded capacity to the fundamental circuit. It 
is especially provided for testing final selectors, 
but may also be used for testing incoming selectors 
which have no internal compensating resistance and 
from which the trunk conductors are disconnected.

• 
. ' 

.. 

-
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4. CO.NNJ!DTING CIRC:'{JITS 

4.1 

4.2 

Three-wire ottice-serector and office selector 
test line oonnecting interrupted ·battery.to the 
tip or r~ng • 

Three-wire local inoomi~g selector, two-wire inter
office and mechanical tandem.incoming selectors. 
two-wire interoffice key indicator.incoming· 
selector, three-wire tol•l key ind-ieator incoming 
selector, two-wire toll key indicator incoming 
selector. repeating incoming selector, and th~ir 
associated final' mult!ple test lines. 

4.3 Final selector and associated test lines and jack 
circuits. 

DBSCRIPTION OF OPERATION 

5. APP~TUS AND lON0TI0NS· 

5.01 (Ill) stepper switch is used tor controlling the 
progress of a test, p~sitlon 1 is its normal posi
tion. 

5.02 The numer~cal keys are or the locking .type ar
ranged·so that only one key in each row will stay 
down: at a_ time. They are used to direct a 
selector to a particular line or group. 

5.03 The resistance k~ys are locking. When thrown in 
one. direction resistance only is inserted in the 
fundamental circuit. When thrown in.the opposite 
direction capacity is bridged as well as resist
ance. These keys may be used individually or in 
combination. 

5.04 (FCR) "Final Capacity and Resistance" key is lock
ing. It is provided where fig. E ~s used. I~ may 
be used alone to apply a lumped resistance.and 
grounded capacity to the fundamental circuit •. It 
is especially provided for testing final selecto.rs, 
but may also be used tor testing incoming selectors 
which have no internal oompensating resistance end 
from which the trunk conductors are disconnected. 



5.05
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(1.38-MF) key is locking. It is provided where 
fig. F is used. It is used in conjunction with the 
resistance keys when testing final selectors and 
incoming selectors when the trunk conductors are 
disconnected.

5.06 (ST) "Start" key is non-locking. It Is used to 
start the test of a selector or to start a 
particular part of a test.

5.07 (A-ST) "Automatic Start" key is non-locking and a 
part of the same key unit as (ST) key, it is used 
on tests of three-wire selectors not having com
bination test and make busy jacks, when the 
selector it is desired to test is busy and it is 
desired to have the test start automatically as 
soon as the selector becomes idle.

5.08 (STP) "Step-by-Step" key is locking. It is used 
when it is desired to control a test in steps.

5.09 (DISC) "Disconnect" key is non-locking if a Cl type 
and locking if a 479 type, it. is. a part of the same 
key unit as (STP) key. It Is used in restoring the 
test circuit to normal.

5.10 (TKE-D) "Toll Key Indioator-Disconnect" key Is 
looking. It is used in disconnecting the toll 
key indicator incoming selectors, which- require 
battery and ground from the trunk for disconnection.

5.11 -(TEL) "Telephone" key is locking. . It is used, to 
connect the operator^ telephone set for testing 
ringing induction.

5a12 (0BC) "Office Brush Continuity" key is locking and
is part of the same key unit as (2KI) key. It 
used in making brush continuity tests of office 
selectors. It is provided where "W" wiring is used.

5.13 (IBC) "Incoming Brush Continuity" key is locking.
It is used in making brush continuity tests of 
incoming selectors. It is provided where "HIT" 
wiring is used.

I 
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5.05 (l.38-MF) key is locking. It is provided where 
fig.Fis used. It is used in conJunction with the 
resistance keys when testing final seleotoTS and· 
incoming selectors when the trunk conductors are 
dis oonne oted. 

5.06 (S'l') "Start"· key is non-locking. It is used to 
start the test of a selector or to start a 
particular part or a test. 

5.07 {A-ST) "Automatic start" key is non-looking and a 
part.of the sapl.8 key unit as (ST) key, it is used 
on tests ot three-wire selectors not having com
bination test and make busy jaoks, when the 
selector it is desired to test is busy and it is 
desired to have the test start automatically as 
soon· as the selector becomes idle. 

5 •. oa (Sm>) "Step-by~Step" key is looking. It- is used 
when it is desired to control a test 1n st.eps .. 

5.09 (DI$C.) "Disconnect" key is non~looking if a Cl type 
and locking if a 479 type, it. is a part o.t. the- same 
key unit as (STP) key. It is used in restoring the 
test circuit to normal. 

5.10 

s.i3 

(TKI-D) "'l'ol~ Xey Indioator~D~soonneot" key is 
looking. It is used in dieconneating the toll 
key 1nd1oator inoom1ng selectors, whioh·, require 
battery and ground from the trunk for d1soonneot1on. 

~TEL) "Te:J,ephone" key is locking .. It ~·s used. to 
connect the operator's telephone set tor testing 
ringing ihduotiono 

(OBC) "Office Brush Oontinuit1" key is locki~ and 
is part of the same key unit as (2KI) key.· It fa 
used in making brush oontinU,.ty tests of oftioe . 
seleo_tors. • It is provided where "W1t wj.ring is used. 

I 

('IBC). "Incoming Brµsh continuity" key is lo9king. 
It is use(l in making brush oontinui ty tests of 
incoming selectors. It is provided.where "W" 
wiring is us ed. 

• 
.... 

ea 
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5*14 (FBC) "Final Brush Continuity" key is looking and 
a part of the same key unit as (TEL) key. Xt is 
used in making brush continuity tests of final 
selectors. It is provided where "W* wiring is 
used*

5*15 (BC) "Brush Continuity" key is locking and a part 
of the same key unit as (TEL) key. It is used in 
making brush continuity tests of office and 
final selectors where "V" wiring is used. See 
also (OBC), (IBC), and (FBC) keys.

5*16 (±KI) "Key Indicator Ringing" key is non-locking.
It is used to start the ringing in toll key In- 

* dicator incomings.
5*17 (NT) "No Test" key is locking and a part of the 

same key unit as (±KI) key. It is used to apply 
the "no test" condition to a final selector.

5*18 (FB) "Pinal Busy" key is locking, it Is used when 
testing final selectors when it is desired to 
simulate the condition of Individual or last 
line of a PBX group busy*

5*19 (IXFF) "First P.B.X. Pinal Free" key is locking 
and a part of the same key unit as (FB) key. It 
is used for testing for a cross between the tip 
and sleeve of a final selector and imposes a condi
tion on the'sleeve of the test line making it 
resemble the free condition of the first or inter
mediate line of a PBX group.

5.20 (OFF). "Office" key is locking. It is used when 
three-wire office selectors are tested.

5.21 (FF) "Final" key is locking and a part of the same 
key unit as (OFF) key. It is used when Final 
Selectors are tested.

5*22 (2KI) "Two-Wire Key Indicator" key is locking.
It is used when two-wire interoffice key indicator 
incoming selectors are tested.

(3KT) "Three-Wite Key Indicator" key is looking, 
and a part of the same key unit as (2KI) key. It 
is provided where•"V" wiring is used but is never 
used as there are no local three-wire key indicator 
incomings.

5*23

I .• 

5.15 

5.1& 

5.19 

5.19 
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(:rBC) "1'1na1 Brush Continuity• key is looking and 
a part ot the same key unit aa ('l'Et) key. rt is 
used ill making brush oontinuity tests ot final 
seleotors. It 1s provided where ..- wiring ia 
used. 

(BC') "Brush continuit7• ~ey is locking and a par.t 
ot the same key unit as (TEL) key. It 1s used in 
lJlaking bruah conUnuit-y tests ot ottio~ and. 
filial. selectors where·..,-. wiring is used. See 
a1ao (OBC), (IBC), and (J'BC) ke7S. 

(±Kr) "Key Indicator Ringing" key is non-locking. 
It .is 1JSed to start the ringing in toll key in
dicator incomings. 

(NT) "lio Test• key is locking and a part of the 
sam.e key unit as (±KI) key. It is used to apply 
the "no test" oondition to a tinal. selector. 

(J'B) -,1na1 Bua7• key is looking. lt 1s used When 
tea,1ng. final aeleotora when 1 t is desired t~ 
ai.mulate the -condition ot individual or laat 
llna ot a: PBX group buay. • • 

(IDT) "first· P.B.·L final Free• ke;y 1s looking a 

·an4 a part ot ~e same key unit as (!'B) key. · It 
is used ·tor test,tng tor s. cross between the tip• • 
and sleeve ot a tinal selector and imposes a oond.1~ 
tion ~n the 1sleeve-of tbe test line making it 
res~mble.the tree condition ·ot.the tirst or intel'-· 
mediate line ot a·~ -group. 

(OFF). "Ottice" key is locking. It is used when 
three-wire oftioe s·electors are tested. 

5.21 (PT) "Final" key is looking and a part of the same 
key unit as (OFF) key. 11> is used when Final 
Selectors are tested. 

s.22 (2ll) "T'Wo-W1re Key Indio~tor" key is locking. 
It is used when two-wire interoffice key indicator 
incoming select~~s· are tested. 

5.23 (~KI) "Three-Wi~e·Key Indicator" key is looking, 
an~ a part of the samfl key unit as (2KI) key. It 
is provided where· "V" wiring is used but 1s ne-ver 
used as there are·no local three-wire key indicator 
incomings. • 



5.24

5.25

5.26

5.27

5.28

5*29

5.30

5.31
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(2WI) "Two-Wire Incoming" key is locking. It,,is used 
when two-wire interoffice or mechanical tandem incoming 
selectors and two-wire toll key indicator incoming 
selectors are tested.
(3WI) "Three-Wire Incoming" key is locking and a part 
of the same key unit as (2WI) key. It is used when 
three-wire local incoming selectors and three-wire toll 
key indicator incoming selectors are tested.
(L-REL) "(L) Relay Release" test key is locking. It is 
provided where‘"R" wiring is specified*and operated when 
tests are made on repeating incoming selectors to check 
that the (L) relay releases quickly enough to avoid 
•ov'er stepping.
(L-HLD) "(L) Relay Hold" test key is looking. It is pro* 
vided where "R" wiring is specified and operated when 
tests are made on repeating incoming selectors to check 
for ability of (L) relay to hold over worst surge.
(L-NQ) "(L) Relay Non-Operate" key is looking. It is 
provided where "R" wiring is specified and Qperated when 
testing repeating incoming selectors and applies a non- 
operate test to the (L) relay in pos.l, thus checking 
against weak ,(L) relay apd for presence of shunt around 
primary winding of the (L) relay.
(GRD-3LV) "Ground Sleeve" key is non-locking. It Is 
operated when making brush continuity-test's of 
final selectors and after the final under test has 
arrived in talking position. It short-circuits 
and releases the (CO) relay, thus applying battery 
and ground through the line circuit (L) relay to* 
the tip and ring for brush continuity test.
(REV) "Reverse" key is locking. It is operated when 
testing toll K.I. incomings which supply battery on 
the tip and ground on the ring on trunk closure; also 
when testing office selectors directed to test lines 
supplying battery on the tip and ground on the ring.
The 32-A.test s?t consists of two non-looking 
push button keys mounted at the end of a flexible 
cord. When the plug on the end of this cord is 
inserted In (EX-K)f jack these keys may be used in 
place of (ST) and (DISC) keys, except asr noted . 
below, the white button corresponding to the (ST) 
key an4 the red button corresponding to (DISC) key.
The regular (DISC) key must be used when restoring 
after making office selector brush continuity test, 
and when testing the hold value of the final 
selector (X) relay.

I 

I 
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5.24 (2WI} "TWo-Wire Incoming" key 1s ·1ooking. It is used 
when t~-wire interoffice or mechanical tandem· incoming 
selectors and two-wire toll key indicator incoming 
selectors are tested. 

5. 25 { 3WI) "Three-Wire Inooiµing" key is locking and a. part 
of the same key unit as ( 2WI) key. It 1s used wheJ;l 
three-w.fre local incoming selectors a.nd three-wire toll 
key·indicator incoming seleetors are tested. 

5.26 (L-REL) "(~) Relay Release" test key 1~ locking. I~ ia 
provided where· "E" wiring 1s speoitled and operated When 
tests are made on repeating inooming selectors to check 
that the (L) relay release8 quickly euough to aToid 
.overstepping. 

5.27 (L-HLD) "(L) Relay Hold" test key 1s looking. It 1s pro• 
vided where "B" wiring 1s specified and operated when 
tests are ma.de on repeating incoming selectars to cheo)c 
tor ability ot (L) relay to hold over worst surge. 

(L-NO) "(L) Relay Non-Operate" key is looking. It is 
provided where "R" ?iring 1s speoified and operated When 
testing repeating 1nooming -selec.tors and·applies a non
operate teat to the (L) relay in pos.-1, thus oheold.Dg 
against weak ~(L) rolay a¢ tor preae~oe ot altunt aroUO. 
primary windiDg ot the (L) relq. • . 

(GRD-SLV) ttoround Sleeve" key 1• n,~n-locldng. 'It .ia 
op~rated when meking•brush oont1nu1ty•tesu. ot 
final. ~eleotors and after the tinal under test haa 
arrived in talking position. It short-o1rou1ts 
and releases the {co) relay, .thus appl-ying batt~ry • 
and ground through the line circuit (L) relay to
the tip and ring tor brush continuity test. 

5.30 (REV) "Reverse" key is looking. It is operated when 
testing toll K.I. incomings which supply battery on 
the tip and ground on the ring on trunk. closure; also 
when teating office selectors direoted to test lines 
supplying battery Qil the 'tip and ground on the ring. 

5.31 The 32-A. test s~t consists ot two non-looking 
push button keys mounted at the end of a flexible 
cord. When the plug on the end or this cord is 
inserted in (EX-KJ jack these keys may be used in 
place ot (ST) and (DISC) keys, exoept aB noted. 
below, the white bµtton corresponding to the (ST) 
key an4 the red button corresponding to (DISC) ke7. 
The regular (DISC' key must be used when restoring 
atter making office seleotor brush oontinuity t~st, 
and when testing the hold value of the final 
selector (L) relay. 

•. 
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5.32

5.33

5.34

5.35

'5.36

5.37

5.38

5.39

5.40

5.41

5.42

The (TGO) key is looking and is operated when making 
final selector tests to particular lines having the 
tip ground normally open at the cut off relay.
The (PLB) key is locking and is operated when making 
final selector tests to particular lines for busy 
condition.
Key (LRP) is locking and Is operated when testing 
final selectors arranged to operate over subscribers 
loops that extend to 1300 ohms.
(BY) "Busy" lamp has a white cap. When testing three- 
wire selector circuits not equipped with combination 
test and make busy Jacks, this lamp will light if the 
selector it is desired to test is busy.
(TST) "Test" lamp has a white cap. It is lighted 
all the time the test circuit is off normal.
(1^0 OK) "Incoming and Office O.K." lamp has a white cap 
and gives a flashing signal indicating the proper 
functioning of office and incoming selectors, except in
teroffice key indicator incoming selectors.
(FF-OK) "Final Free OK" lamp has a white cap and gives a 
flashing signal indicating the proper functioning of a 
final selector, in making the "line free" test.
(FB-OK) "Final Busy OK" lamp has a white cap and gives a 
flashing signal indicating the proper functioning of a 
final selector in making the "line busy" test..
(OF) "Overflow" lamp has a white cap and is used to in
dicate that the incoming selector has gone to overflow.
(KI) "Key Indicator" lamp has a white cap and-gives 
a flashing signal indicating the proper supervision 
of interoffice key indicator inooumng selectors.
(BC-QK) "Brush Continuity OK" lamp has a white eap, 
it lights steadily~as an O.K. signal on brush con
tinuity tests.
(SLV-X) "Sleeve Cross" lamp has a white cap. Its 
lighting indicates a cross between the tip and 
sleeve o-f a -final selector.

5.43

I 

\ 

. • 
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5.32 Th~ (TGO) key is looking and is operated when mak-ing 
final selectQr tests to particular lines having the 
tip ground normally -0pen at the cut off relay. 

5.33 The (PLB) key is looking and is ope~ated when ~king 
final. selector tests to particular lines for busy 
condition. 

5.34 Key (I.RP') is loc~ing and ~s operated when testing 
final selectors arrang~d to o~erat~ over subscribers 
loops that extend to 1300 ohms • 

5.35 (BY) "Busy" lamp has a white cap. When testing three
wire selector circuits not ·equipped with combination 
test and i:nake busy jacks, this lamp will •light if the 
·selector it is desired to test is busy. 

·5.35 (TST) ·"Test" lamp has a white cap. I-t is lighted 
all"the time the·test oirouit is oft normal. 

5 .37 (I .... o OK) ."Incoming and o:rtioe O.K." lamp has a white oap 
and gives a flashing ~gnal indicating the proper 
functiqning of office and incoming selectors, exoept in
teroffice key indicator incoming selectors.· 

5.38 (l!"F-OK) "Final Free OK" lamp has a white oap and gives a 
flashing slgnal indicating the proper functioning of a 
final selector.in making the "line free" test. 

(FB-OK) "Final Busy OK" lamp has a white cap and gives a 
flashing signal indicating the proper functioning ot a 
final selec~or in maki~g the "line busy" test •. 

5.40 (OF) "Overflow" lamp has a white cap and is used to in
dicate that the incoming selector has gone to overflow. 

5.41 ·(KI) "Key Indicator" lamp has a. white cap and- gives 
a flashing signal indicating the proper supervision 
of interorrice key indicator inoom,ing selectors. 

5.42 (BC-OK) "Brush Continuity OK" la,mp has a white. eap, 
!t lights steadily-as an o.K. signal on brush con~ 
tinuity tests. 

5.43 (SLV-X) "Sleeve Cross" lamp has a white cap. Its 
lighting indicates a cross between the ~ip and 
sleeve of. a -final-selector. 

j 
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6. CIRCUIT OPERATION 
INDEX
6.1 General - All Types of Circuits *
6*11 Start of Test.
6*12 Compensating Resistance and Capacity*
6*13 Test Networks for Repeating Incoming Selectors

6.2 Three-Wire Office Selectors.
6.21 Start of Test.
6.22 Office Brush Selection.
6*23 Office Group Selection*
'6.24 Office OK Signal*
6.25 Office Selector Overflow.
6.26 Office Selector Brush Continuity Test.
6.27 'Office Disconnection.

6.3 Incoming Selectors.
6.31 Start of Test.
6.32 Incoming Brush Selection.
6.33 Incoming Group Selection.
6.34 Final Selections.
6.35 Reverse Battery.
6.36 (SLY) Relay Operation.
6.37 Incoming Trunk Closure, Ringing, OK 

Flash, Disconnect.
6.371 Three-Wire Local Incoming.
6.372 Two-Wire Interoffice and Mechanical Tandem 

Incoming.
6.373 Three-Wire Toll Key Indicator Incoming.
6.374 Two-Wire Toll Key Indicator Incoming.
6.375 Two-Wire Interoffioe Key Indicator Incoming.
6.376 Repeating Incoming Selector*
6.38 Incoming Brush Continuity Test.
6.39 Incoming Selector Overflow.
6.4 Final Selectors.

Start Of Test.
Final Brush Selection.
Final Tens Selection.

6.401
6.402
6.403
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6. CIRCUIT OPERATION 

INDEX 

6.1 General - All Types ot Circuits. 

Start ot Te.st. 
Compensating Resistance and Capacity. 
Test Networks for Repeating Incoming Selectors. 

6.2 Three-Wire Office Selectors. 

-~.21 
6.22 
6.23 

• 6.24 

Sta.rt ot Test. 
Office Brush Sel~otion. 
Office Group Selection. 
Office OK Signal . 
Office Seleotor Overflow. 
Offioe·selector Brush Continuity Test. 

6.25 
6.26 
6.27 •Office Disconnection. 

6.31 
g~32 
6.33 
61134 
6035 
6.36 
5.3'1 

Inooming Selectors. 

start of Test. 
Incoming ~rush Seleoti9n. 
Incoming Group Selection. 

-Final Seleotions. 

6.371 
6.372 

6.373 
5.374 
6.3'75 
6,376 

ReTerse Battery. 
(SLV) Relay Operation. 
Incoming Trunk Closure, Ringing, OK 
Flash, Disoonneot. 

Three-Wire Local Inoomi.ng. 
TWo-Wire Intel"Qftice an4 MeohanLca1 Tandem 
Incoming; 
Three-Wire Toll Key Indicator Inooming. 
'1.'Wo-Wire 'roll Key Indicator Incoming. 
Two-Wire Interott'ioe Key Indicator Inooming. 
Repeating I~conµ.ng Selector. 

6.38 Incoming Brush Continuity Tes~. 
6.39 Incomlng Selector OT~~low •• 

6.4 rinal Selectors. 

6.401 
611402 
6.403 

Start or 'rest. 
Yina1 ~rush seleot1on. 
:final ·Tens.· sel:ec"M.on. 

•. 
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6.404 Final Units Selection*
6.405 Sleeve Relay Operation.
6.406 Individual Line Free Test.
6.407 Last Line of PBX Group Free Test.
6.408 Individual Line Busy Test.
6.409 Last Line of PBX Group Busy Test.
6.410 Final Brush Continuity Test.
6.411 Test of Final Selectors to Particular Lines.
6.412 Hold Test of Final (L) Relay.
6.413 Final Disconnection.
6.414 Final Selector "Ho Test” feature.
6.415 Tip Sleeve Cross Test.
6.5 Caution - All Types of Circuits.
6.1 General - All Types of Circuits
6*11 Start of Test - With the test circuit normal,

(RM) stepper being in position 1, the proper keys 
are operated as later described in detail. The 
(B-GRD) jack on the test box is patched to the 
corresponding jack on the selector frame. The 
(TST) jack on the test box is patched to the test 
jack of the selector to be tested. When a working 
two-wire selector is “tested, it must be made- busy 
at its- outgoing end. Where three-wire selector 
circuits are provided with combination test and 
make busy jacks, the tester should be sure that a 
oirouit is normal, before plugging into its jack, 
for plugging in while*a call is in progress would 
restore the circuit to normal and break down the 
connection. Where three-wire selector circuits 
are provided with separate test and make-busy jacks 
•or with test jacks only, (T) relay .operates on plugging 
into the test jack of a busy selector* from ground 
on the sleeve. This lights the (BY) lamp and dis** 
connects ground from (ST) key. Operating (ST) key 
will not advance the stepper under this condition, 
but if it is desired to start the test as soon as 
the selector becomes idle, (A-ST) key is depressed 
and released, this causes (ST) relay to operate and 
lock, closing a circuit through (ST-1) relay, which 
does not operate as it is shunted by the ground 
through the make contact of (T) relay. When the 
trunk becomes idle (T) relay releases, permitting 
(ST-1) relay to operate. Where the test of either 
a two or three-wire selector is started by the 
operation of (ST) key, (ST) relay will operate when 
(ST) key is operated. This closes a circuit through

,• 

• 

6.404 
6.405 
6.406 
5.407 
6.408 
6.409 
6.410 
6.411 
60,412. 
6.413 
6.414 
6.415 
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Final Units Selection. 
Sleeve Relay Operation. 
Indi,p.dual Line Free Test. 
Last Line of PBX Group Free Test. 
Individual Line Busy Test. 
Last Line or PBX Group Busy Test. 
~inal Brush co~tinuity Test. • 
Test o~ ,1nal Selectors to Particular Lines. 
Hold Test ot Final (L) Relay. 
Final Disoonneotion. 
Final Selector "No Testn feature. 
Tip Sleeve C.ross Test. 

6.5 Caution - All Types of Circuits. 

6.1 General - All Types of Circuits 

6.11 Start of Test - With the test circuit normal, 
(RM) stepper being in position 1, the proper keys 
are operated as later desoribed in detail. The 
(B-GRD) jack 9n the· test box-is patched to the 

• corresponding jack on the selector frame. The. 
(TST) jack on the test box is patched to the test 
jack of the selector to be tested. When a working 
two-wir.e selector is -iested, 1 t must be made- busy 
at its-outgoing end. Where three-wire selector 
oircui ts are provided with combination test and 
ma.ke busy jacks, the tester should be sure that a 
oirouit is normal, before plugging into its jack, 
for plugging in while· a call is in progress would 
restore the oiroui t to normal and break down the 
oonnection. Where three-wire selector oirou.i ts 
are provided ·with separate test and make-busy jaoks 

·or witp test jacks only, (T) relay ~perates on plugging 
into the test jaok of a busy selector; from ground 
on the sleeve. This lights the (BY) lamp and dis~ 
connects ground from (ST) key.· ·Operating (ST) key 
will not advance the stepper under this condition, 

• but it it is desired to start the test as soon as 
the selector becomes idle, (A-ST~ key 1s depressed 
and released, this cal:lSes (ST) relay to operate and 
look, closing a circuit through (ST-1) relay, whioh 
does not operate as it is ·shunted by the ground 
through the make qontaot of (T) rel!f• When the . 
trunk becomes idle (T) relay releases, permitting 
(ST-1) relay to operate. Where the test of e~ther 
a two or three-wire selector is started by the 
operation of (ST) key, (ST) relay will operate when 
(ST) key is operatedo This closes a oircuit through 
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(ST-1) relay, which does not operate as it is 
shunted by the ground through the contact of (ST) 
key. When (ST) key is released, (ST-1) relay 
operates. The operation of (ST-1) relay conneots 
ground to the sleeve of the (TST) jack and steps 
the switch to position 2. (ST) and (ST-1) relays 
remain locked up under control of (F0) relay.
Ground is held on the sleeve of (TST) jack from (D) 
arc. Ground on (E) arc operates (L0) relay and 
lights the (TST) lamp. (L0) relay remains operated 
and (TST) lamp remains lighted until the completion 
of the test. Ground on (A) arc steps the switch to 
position 3.

6.12 Compensating Basistance and Capacity - To simulate
the worst circuit conditions, and allow for a margin 
of safety, compensating resistance may be cut in the 
fundamental circuit by the* operation of one or a 
combination of compensating resistance keys. When 
thrown in one direction, resistance only is inserted 
when thrown in the opposite direction, capacity is 
bridged as well as resistance. The amount of com
pensating resistance and capacity should be based 
on the conditions that the circuit must v/ork under, 
taking into account compensating resistances in the 
selector circuits and in the case of interoffice 
trunks not provided with cut-off jacks, the 
capacity of the cable conductors. The (FOR) key 
provided where fig*. E.is used, is primarily ilk- 
tended to insert a lumped resistance and capacity 
in the fundamental circuit when testing final 
selectors, when it is operated the other compensat- • 
ing resistance keys should be normal. Where fig#
F is used, (1.38-MF) key is operated in conjunction 
with the resistance keys when it is desired to 
simulate the maximum trunk condition when testing 
final selectors and incoming selectors equipped 
with cut-off jacks or from which the trunk con
ductors have been disconnected* When testing . 
final selectors when (1.38 MF) key is operated,
1300 ohms* should be inserted In the fundamental 
circuit by means of the resistance keys. When 
testing incoming selectors when (1*38 MF) key is 
operated, the sum of the compensating resistance 
in the incoming and the resistance inserted by

CD-239844.- Issue ~D - Page. 10 

(ST-1) relay, which does not ope~te as it is 
shunted by the ground through ·the contact ot {ST) 
key. When (ST) key is released, (ST-1) relay 
operates~ The operation of (ST-1) relay conneots 
ground to the sleeve o~ the (TST) jack and steps 
the switoh to position 2. (ST) and (ST-1) relays 
remain locked up under oontrol ot (FO) relay. 
Ground is held on the sleeve of (TST) jack from (D) 
aro. Ground on (B) aro operates (LO) relay and 
lights- the (TST) lamp. (LO) relay remains operated 
and (TST) lamp remains lighted until the completion 
o~ th~ test. Ground on (A) arc steps the sw.itoh to 
posi t.i.on 3. 

6.12 Compensating Resistance and Capacity - To simulate 
the- wrst circuit conditions, and allow for a margin• 
of safety, compensating resistance may be cut in tte 
fundamental circuit by the·. operation of one or a. 
combination ot"oompensating resistanc~ keys. When 
thrown in one direction, resistance only is inserted; 
when·throvni in the opposite direction, capaeity is 
bridged ~swell as resistance. The amount of oom
pensating resistance and oapaoity should be based 
on the ·conditions that the circuit must vzork under, 
taking into account oompe?1J3ating resistances in the 
selector circuits and in the case of interoffice 
trunks not provided w1 th cut-off jacks, the 
capacity of the cable conductors. The (FOR) key· 
provided whe~. tig· .. E. is used, is primarily in,.-, 
tended to insert a lumped resistance and capacity 
in the fundamental cirouit when testing·final . 
selectors, when 1 t ls operated the other oompensat- . 
ing resistance keys should be normal.. Where fig. 
F 1~ used, (l.38-MF) key is operated in conjunction 
with the resistance keys when it is desired to . 
simulate the maximum trunk condition whe~ testing 
final selectors and incoming selectors equipped 
w1 tli out-.otf jacks O'r from wu1 ch the trunk con
ductors have been disconnected. When testing. 
final selectors· when (1.38 ~) key is operat~d 1 1300 ohms• should be 1.naerted in the fund~enta..L 
circuit by means ot the resistance keyso When 
testing inooming selectors ·whe.n (1.38 MF) key is 
operated, the sum of the compensating resistance 
·in the incoming and the resistance inserted ·by 

•. 

• 

_/ 
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means of the resistance keys should he 1300 chms0
6*13 Test Networks for Repeating Incoming Selectors* Where- 

*RW wiring and apparatus are specified, repeating in-, 
cpming selectors may be tested* With (L-RXL) key 
operated, the incoming is tested for ability of (L) 
relay to release quickly enough to avoid overstepping* 
With (L-HLD) key operated the incoming is tested for 
ability of (L) relay to hold over maximum surge* When 
either of these keys is operated, all compehs&tiQg 
resistance and capacity keys should be normal*
If, in addition to one of the above keys, (L-NO) key 
is operated, a non-operate test will be applied to 
the repeating incoming (L) relay, and the incoming 
should not advance to position 2 until (L-NO) key is 
released* If the incoming does advance before*
(I>N0) key is restored, it indicates a weak (L) 
relay or else an (L) relay witlf no shunt,

6*2 Three-Wire Office Selectors
6*21 Start of Test* (OFF) key and the proper keys in 

th* second and third rows of numerical keys are 
operated* The (8TP) key may. be operated if 
desired* When "W" wiring and apparatus is used 
(RBV). key should be operated if the office seleotor 
is. to be directed to a test line having battery 
on the tip and ground on the ring* Otherwise it 
Should be left normal. Compensating resistance 
keys are operated as described in paragraph 6*12,
(BC) or (OBC) key according as or ”WW wiring 
is used may be operated for brush continuity test 
as later described* The circuit functions as 
described in paragraph 6*11 until position -3,
Ground through the break contact of (SLO) 
relay steps the switch to position 6, Ground on 
(C) arc steps the switch to position '8, Ground 
through the break contact of (SLO) relay steps 
thd switch to position 9, In position 9 (C) 
relay operates, in turn operating (SLO)- relay, 
stepping the switch to position 10*

6.22 Office Brush Selection
- j  j. h J.With the switch in position 10, the fundamental 

circuit for office brush selection is established. 
This circuit is from battery through the office 
selector (L) relay, the tip of (TST) jack, make 
contact of (L0) relay,- back oontaot (RI) relay 
if "R" wiring' is used, compensating resistance

.. 

meall8 ot the resistance ·ke~ -should 1-~ U5O9 o~ •. •. 

6.13 Test' Networks for Repeating Inccaing Seleo-tors. Where,.
"R~· wiring and apparatus are speoiti:ed, repEreting ·1.n-,. 
coming selectors may be tested. With \L-R~} key 
operat.ed, "\ihe ·1noo~lng is tested for. ability of {L}
rela,y t-o releas·e quickly· enough to avoid oversteppiJiS• 
With (L•HI.D)_ key operated. the incoming is tested. tor 
ability or (L) relay to hold oTer maxillmll surge. When· 
either ~r these keys is opera:ted, all ooap~neatll)s \ 
resistance and capacity xen should be normal. 
It~ in addition to one of the above keys, (.L-NO) key 
is operated, a non-operate test .will be applied tO' 
the-repeating inooming.(L) relay, and the incoaing' 
lfhou1.d not advance to pos.1 ti.op 2 until (L•NO) leer 1~ 
rel4ta·sed. tt the incoming does advance betore· 
(L•NO) key is restored 0 it indicates a weak (L·) 
relay or else an (L) relay wit~ no shunt. 

6.2 Three-Wire ot~ioe Seleotors 

6,21 Start ot Teat. (OJ1} ker and the proper k1T9 in 
th• eeoond and third rowa ot numerioal kers·aTe 
o'perated. -The (STP) key. may: be· operated r • .. 
desired, •When "W" wiring and apparatus is us~d 
(Rff). ke1 ahould be operated it th~ ottioe seleotor 
1~ to be directed to,a test lin.• haTing bat~ery 

6.22 

on the tip and ground -0n the riDg. otherwise it 
$ould'be left normal. -compensating resistance· 
keys are operated as.described 1n paragraph 6.12. 
(BC) or ( 0BC) key aooording as• "V" • or "W" wiring 
is used-may be operated tor brush oontinui~y test 
as la~er de&cribed •. The circuit functions as 
described in paragraP.h 6.11 unt11 posit1ou;3. 
Ground ~hrough the break aontact ot (SLO') 
~elay steps the ~•itoh to ~Qsition 6. Grouna on 
(C) arc steps the switch to position~. Ground 
through the break oontact or (SLO) relay steps 
th~_switoh to position 9. In position 9 (C) 
relay o~era't~s, in turn operating (SLO)· relay, 
stepping ~he switch to.position 10. 

ottic~ Brush Selection . 

With the switch in position 10, the fundamental 
circuit for ottloe brush selectton is established. 
This circuit is trom_battery through the ottioe 
selector (L) relay, the ~1p ot (TST) Jaot; make 
contac.t ot (LO). relay; baok oontaot (RI) relay 
if' "R" ~iring· 1s used,. compensating resistance 

.. 
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keys* (E) arc, windings of (OP) and (STP) 
relays, break contact of (BO) relay, break 
contact of (T) relay if "Vw wiring is used, 
baok contact (TEL) key if wYn wiring is used, 
compensating resistance keys, back contact 
(RI) relay* (L-HLD) and (L-NO) keys if "R" 
wiring is used, break contact of "FF" key, 
make contact of (LO) relay, ring, of (TST) 
jack to ground in the office circuit. (STP) 
relay operates but (OF) relay being polarized, 
does not. (STP) relay operated, connects 
ground through the contacts of.the operated 
numerical key In the second row, through the 
winding of the corresponding counting relay, 
operating the counting relay* Impulses from 
the office selector (A) commutator, short- 
cirCuit and release (STP) relay, allowing the 
prime relay corresponding to .the operated 
counting relay to. operate • 'The operation of 
the prime relay transfers’ the pulsing lead 
from the numerical keys to.the n&xt counting 
relay#. The impulses from the office seleotor 
ocntinue until (0) oounting relay operates.
When (STP) relay releases (F0) and (BO) relays 
operated. The operation of (BO.) relay opens 
the fundamental pirouit, causing the office, 
seleotor to advaiioe# The operation of (FQ) 
relay releases (ST) and (ST-1) relays ana 
steps the switoh to position 11, releasing 
(C) relay, in turn releasing (SLO) relay and 
the counting relays# If (STP) key is normal, 
ground through the break contact of (SLO) 
relay steps the switoh to position 12# If 
(STP) key is operated, the switoh remains in 
position* 11 until (ST) key is operated and 
released, the operation of (ST) key operating 
(ST) relay and the release of (ST) key re
moving the short circuit around (ST-I) relay, 
allowing it to operate and step the switch to 
position 12#

6.23 Office Group Selection In position 12 (C) relay 
operates, in turn operating (SLO) relay, stepping 
the switch to position 13. With the switch in 
position 13, the fundamental circuit for office 
group selection is established, operating (STP) 
relay# This connects ground through the con
tacts of the operated numerical key in the third

( 

l 
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Jce7s. (E) aro, windings of (O'F) ~d (STP) 
relays, break contact ot·(BO) relay, break 
contaot ot. (T) relay it "V"· wiring is used, 
baok OCJn~aot (~) key it "Y" wiring is used, 
com~ensating resistance keys~ ·back oontaet 
(RI) re;Lay, {L-BLD) and (L•NO) keys if' "R" 

. wiring is used, break oo.ntaot of "FF" ke:y, 
make «DJltaot. of (LO') relay, ring. of· (TST) -

• jaok to grO\lnd in the office circuit. (STP) 
relay bperates but (QF) relay b:eing polarized, 
does not •. (STP) relay operated,· connects 
ground through the contacts of.the operated 
numerical ke7 1n the second row, through tlle 
winding ot the cor~esponding counting relay, 
operating the counting relay,. Impulses from 
the offioe selector (A) canmutator, short
oircuit and ~elease (STP) relay, allowing the 
.Prime relay oorrespon4111g to .the op~rated . 
counting relay to. operate. 'The operation of 
the pr~e relay transfer.a· ~he pulsing·lead 
tram th~ nume.r1oal keys. to :the nlxt -oounti;ng 
relay~. !he impulses t~o~ the office seleotor 
oa:,.tinue until (0) oounting relay. oferates. 
W~n (STP) ~elaf releases (FO) end BO) ·relays 
operate~. 'lhe operation- ot (BO.) ·relay ·opens 
the· tundam.ental pir~ni1 t, oausing the office. 
seleotor to advanoe. T}\e operation ot (FO) 
relay rel&Jf.S9S (ST) Gd (ST-1) relays anQ • 
steps the· switoh to i,os1t1cn 11, releasing 
(C) relay 1n turn .rel.easing (SLO) relay' and 
the oonnt!ng rel~s. It {S'fP) key is normal, 
ground tlmough the break ocnteot or (Sl,O) 
relat steps· the switch to position l2o It 
·(STP) key is operated 'the switoh remains in 
position• 11 until (8_TJ key is operated and 
released, the operation ot (STi key operating 
(ST) relay and the release or (ST) ke.f re
moving the shor, circuit around (ST-~) relay t 
allowing it to operate and step the switch to 
p~sition 12. • 

-
6.23 Office Group Selection ·rn position 12 (C) reiar 

operates, in.turn operatillg {SLO) relay, steppi~ 
the switch to position 13. With the switch in 
position 13, the tundam.ental c1rou1 t for office 
group selection is ·established, operating (STP)_ 
relay. ,This•connects grqund through the con
tacts or the operated numerical key _in the third 

e 

,, 
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row to operate the corresponding counting relay©
As pulses are received, the successive counting 
relays operate; when (BO) and (FO) relays operate,, 
the fundamental circuit is broken advancing the 
office selector, (ST) and (ST-1) relays, if 
operated, are released and the switch is stepped 
to position 14, releasing (C) relay, in turn re
leasing (SLO) relay and the chanting relays.

6 ©24 Office OK Signed. In position 14, if (STP) key is 
normal, ground through the break contact of (SLO) 
relay, steps the switch to position 15. If (STP) 
key is operated the advance out of position 14 is 
under control of (ST) key the same as in position 
11© Ground through (C) arc and make contact of 
(OFF) key steps the switch from position 15 to 
position 17, and ground through the break oontact 
of (SLO) relay steps the switch to position 18, 
ground through (C) arc stepping it to position 
19. As the switch advanoes from position 18 to 
position 19 the direot ground on the sleeve of 
(TST) jack from (D) aro is replaoed by ground 
through the 45 ohm resistance and the winding of 
(SLY) relay and battery, thru the 1200 ohm resistance 
and the winding of (SLY) relay© (SLY) relay operates 
from the direot ground on the sleeve In the office 
circuit if the office cirouit has notadvanced to 
its talking position, or operates in Series with the 
locking winding of the office selector (L) relay.if 
the office selector is in its talking position© In 
either case the office selector (L) relay holds oper
ated in series with (SLY) relay to ground in the test 
circuit when the office selector reaches its talking 
position. (SLY) relay operated, in turn operates (SL-1) 
relay. (SL-1) relay operated lights (1-0 OK) lamp and 
steps the switch to position 20* (I-O. OK) lamp remains
lighted until the office circuit has completed trunk 
hunting and advances to its talking position. In 
position 20 (S) relay, in series with the compensating 
resistance is bridged across the tip and ring©
"V* Wiring - The (S.) relay is polarized so that it should 
operate if the office test line supplies battery on the 
tip and ground on the ring.. Since the battery is in
terrupted.- the (S) relay should operate and release, 
flashing (1-0;OK) lamp as a signal that the proper 
selections have been made.

.. 
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~cm to operate the corresponding counting .relay·o 
As pulses are received, the suooessiYe eounting 
relays operc.te; when (BO) and (FO). relays- operate,. 
the fundamental oiroui t is broken advancing the 
office seleotor, (ST) and {ST-1) relays, if 
operated, _are released and the ·,swi toh is stepped 
to position 14, rel.easing {Cl relay·,. in turn r~ .. 
leasing (SLO) relay and the oba:nting relays. 

61>2.. Office OK Signal. In position 14, if (STP) • key· is 
normal, ground tbfough the break contact of (SLO) 
relay, steps the switch to position 15. I't" ·(STP) 
key is operated the advance out of position 14 is 
under control of (ST) key the ·same ~sin position 
llo Ground through (C) arc and·make oontaot ot 
(OFF) key steps-the switch .trom position ·15 to· 
position 17, and ground through the break cnntact. 
or (.SLO) relay steps the switch to posit-ion 18, 
ground through {C) arc stepping lt_t~ position 
19. As the switch advances tram. position 18 to 
~osition 1g the direct ground on-the sleeve ot 
(TST') jack from (D) aro is replaoed bf. ground • 
tbroµgh the 45 ohm rasistanoe.and the winding ot 
(SLV) relay and ba tterr. tht'u the 1200 ohm. resistance 
and the winding ot • (SLVJ relar. (SLV) relay' operat·es. 
tram.· the dir·ect ground on the sleeTe 1.n the ottice 
_o1rcu1t it the of'tioe oirouit :ti.as notal;vanc·ed 1;o 
its taiking position, or operates in series with the 
locking winding Gf the ·of'f'ice selector (L) relay .11" · 
the office seleotor is in its talki·ng position. In 
either case the of'f'ioe selector '{Li relay holds oper~ 
ated in series with (SLV) r'elay to ·grolllld in the test 

-circuit when the off'lce selector reaches its talking 
position. (SLV) relay. operated 1 in turn operates {SL-1) 
relay. {St:-1) relay opera~ed lights (I-0 OK) lamp and 
steps the swit~h to_ position 20 1 (m-Q OK) lamp remains 
lighted until the o~fioe circuit has oomple~ed trunk 
hunting and advances to its talking position. ·In 
position 20 {S) relay, µi series with the oompens~tu;,.g 
resistance is bridged aoross the tip·and ring. 

"Vu Wiring - The {S.)· rela.-y is polarized so that· it should 
operate if the office test line su.p;plies battery on the 
tip and ground on the ring .. ·Since the bAttery is in
terrupted, th~ (S) relay shou1d opera~e and rele~se 9 
flashing \l-0,:01{) lamp as a signal tbat the proper 
seleotiori.s have been ma.de. 

) 
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rtWw Wiring - The (S) relay Is polarized so that 
with (REV) key noimal it should operate if the 
office test line supplies battery, on-the ring, 
and ground on the tip. If (REV) key is operated- 
and the test line supplies battery on the tip and 
ground on the ring, (S) relay should also operatev 
In either case, the operation and release of (S) 
relay under oontrol of the test line interrupter 
should cause (1-0 OK) lamp to flash as a signal 
that the proper selections have been made.

Office Selector Overflow. If during trunk hunting 
^11 the trunks are busy, the office selector goes 
to overflow. As the office selector advances it 
connects battery to the ring .and ground to the 
tip.
"V* Wiring -■ (S) relay will not operate and 
(1-0 OK) lamp remains lighted in position 20 
until disconnection.

"W" Wiring - When (REV) key is normal (s) relay 
will operate and (1-0 OK) lamp will not be lighted 
When (REV) key is operated (S) relay will not 
operate and (1-0 OK) lamp will remain lighted 
in position 20 until disconnection.
Office Seieotor Brush Continuity Test

"V" Wiring - When it is desired to test the con
tinuity of brushes not having access to the 
regular test lines-, the (BC) key is. operated, 
operating (BC) relay and the office selector is 
directed to an incoming selector, or in banks 
where there are no incoming selectors, to an 
R.C.I. or operator’s trunk. The office selector 
advances to its talking position. JThe test cir
cuit 'advances to position 20. (CS) relay bridged 
across the tip and ring operates from the battery 
through the winding of the (L) relay and ground 
from the incoming selector or operator’s trunk 
circuit, or from the battery through the winding 
of (A) relay and ground in the R.C.I. trunk cir
cuit. (CS) relay operated in turn operates 
(CS-1) relay, which locks under control of (OFF) 
and (DISC) keys. lights (BC-OK) lamp, and operates 
(DISC) relay. (DISC) relay operated, steps the 
switch to,normal, releasing the office selector 
circuit, allowing it to restore to normal, re
leasing (LO) relay and extinguishing the (TST) 
lamp. The incoming selector (L) relay does not
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"W" Wiring - The .(S) relay is polarized so that 
with (REVJ key normal it should operate if the. 
office test line 'supplies battery. on· the ring. 
and ground on the tip. If (REV) key Js. operated. 
and the test line SUJ?Plies battery on the tip and 
ground on the r•ing, (S) relay should also opera tel, 
In either case, the operation and release of (S) 
relay under ro ntrol of the test line interru_pter 
should cause (I-0 OK) lamp to flash as a signal 
that the· proper selections have been made. 

6.25 Office Selector overflow·. If during_ trunk hunting, 
~11 the trunks are buSy, the office selector goes 
to overflow. As the ot:fice selector advances it 
oonnects battery to the ring ~d ground to the 
tip. • 

"V" Wiring -. (S) .relay will not operate and 
(I-0 OK) lamp.remains lighted in position 20 
m>.t1l diso~nneotion • 

. ·nwtt Wiring -· When (REV) key is normal (S) relay 
will. operate and (I-0 OK) lam~ will not be 11gb.te·d. 
When (REV:) key _1s· operated (SJ relay-will not • 
operate and (I-0 OK) lamp will rEID.ain. lighted 
in position 20 until disconnection. 

6026 -0:t'fiQe Selector Brush Continuity Test 

"V" Wiring - When it is desired to· t~st the oon:
tinui ty· of brushes not having access to the 
r,egule.r test lines; the (BC)· key is. operated, 
operating (BC) relay and the office seleotor 1s · 
directed to an incaning sele~tor, or in-banks 
where there are no incoming sel&etors, to an 
R.c.I. ·or operator's trunk. The office selector 
advances to 1 ts talking position". ?-1h,e te_st oir
eui t • advances t.o position·20. (~S) reiay bridged 
across the tip and ring operates from the battery 
through the.winding.of the (L) relay and ground 
from the incoming selector or operator's trunk 
oirouit, or fr.om the battery through the winding 

•· ot (A) relay and ground in the R.c~I. trunk cir
cuit. {CS) relay·operated in turn operates . 
(CS-1) 'relay, ·which locks under control ot (OFF) 
and (DISC) keys 1 lights (BC-OK) lamp, and operates 
(DISC) relay. lDISC) relay operated, steps the 
switch to·,norm,u, releasing the office selector 
oircu~t, allowing it to restore·to norm.a1,· re
leasing (LO) relay and.extinguishing the lTST) 
lamp. The .incoming selector (L} relay d9es not 

). 
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operate as the resistance of the winding of 
(CS) relay is too high. The R.C.I. (A) relay 
may operate hut as the test circuit immediately 
advances, the operation of (A) relay will only 
be momentary o
"W" Wiring - When it is desired to test the 
continuity of brushes not haying access - to the 
regular test line, (OBC) key is operated, 
operating (BC) relay, and the office selector 
is directed to an incoming selector, or in 
banks where there are no incoming selectors, 
to an R.C.I. or operator’s trunk. After finding 
an idle trunk the office selector advances to 
its talking position. The test circuit advances 
to position 20. (OBC) relay bridged across the 
tip and ring operates from battery on the tip 
thru the winding of the (L) relay and ground on 
the ring frcp the incoming selector or operator’s 
trunk circuit, or from battery on the tip thru 
the winding of (A) relay and ground on the ring 
in the R.C.I. circuit. (OBC) relay operated 
operates (AT) relay which looks under oontrol 
of (Disc) key, lights (BC-OK) lamp and operates 
(DISC) relay. (DISC) relay operated steps the 
switch to normal, releasing^the office selector 
circuit, allowing it to restore to normal, re
leasing (L0) relay and extinguishing the (TST) 
lamp. If the office selector was directed to 
an incoming selector the (L) relay in the in
coming selector should not operate on account 
of the high resistance of the bridge, and the 
incoming circuit should not move off normal.
If the office selector was directed to an R.CJ. 
trunk, the (A) relay may operate lighting the 
display lamp when (OBC) relay is bridged across 
the tip and ring but as (OBC) relay is held bridged 
only momentarily (A) relay will be immediately 
released, extinguishing the display lamp.
(BC-OK) lamp lighting checks the continuity of 
the tip and ring brushes. If all the trunks in 
the group selected are busy the office circuit 
will advance to its overflow position and conned 
battery to the ring and ground to the tip.. * As 
the (OBC) relay is polarized it should not 
operate under this condition. Other conditions 
which will prevent the (OBC) relay from operat
ing are open tip or ring, crossed tip and ring, 
grounded tip and reversed tip and ring. Under

( 

e 
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operate as the resistance of the winding ot 
(CS) relay is too high. The R.c.r. (A) relay 
.may operate but as the test circuit immediately 
advances, the operation of (A) relay will only 
be- momentary o 

"W~ Wiring - When it is ·desired to test the 
continuity of brushes not ha~ing access·to the 
regular test line, (OBC) key is operated, . 
operating (BC) relay, and the office selector 
is-directed to an inca:ming selector, or 1n 
banks where there are no incomi_ng_selectors, 
to·an R.c.I. or operator's trunk. After finding 
an id:l.e trmik the office ·selector advances to 
its talking position. The test oirouit advances 
to position·20. (OBC) relay bridged-across the 
tip ftnd ring operates from battery on the tip 
thru the winding of the (L) relay and ground on 
the ring frc;n the incoming seieotor or-operator's 
ttimk oiroui t, or from battery on the tip thru 
the •1nd1ng of (A) relay and· ground .on the ring 
1n the R.O.I. oirouit. (OBC) rela,:·operated 
opera~es (AV) relay whioh l9cks under oontrol 
.ot (DISO) key, lights· (BO-OX) lamp ·and operates 
(DIBO) relay. ·(DISC) relay operated steps the· 

.swito~ to normal, releas1ng:the office selector 
oirouit, allowing it to restore to norma.1, re
leasing (LO) relay and extinguishing th~ \ TST) 
lamp·. If the of'f'ice selector was di:reoted to 
an ino-aning selector the (L) relay in the in
coming selector should not Qperate on account 

. of the high resistance of the bridge, and the 
inc aning circuit sh..oilcl not move off normal. 
I:f the office selector was directed to an R.G.I. 

· trunk, the (A) r~lay may operate lighting the 
display lamp-when {OBC) relaf is bridged .across 

_the tip and ring but as (OBC) relay is held bridged 
only momentaril.y (A) relay will be immediatel.y 
released, extinguishing the display l.am.P.o 
{BC-OK) lamp lighting cl_l.ecks the continuity of 
the tip and r~g brushes. If a~l t~e trunks·in 
the group selected are busy the office circuit 
will advance.to its overflow position and oonneci 
battery to the ring and ground ·to the ti:p.. • As 
the (OBC) relay is polarized it should not 

• operate under this condition. Other conditions 
which will prevent the (OBC} relay from operat
ing are open tip or ring, oros.sed tip and ring, 
grounded tip and reversed tip and ring. Under 
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any of these conditions where (OBC) relay does 
not operate (RM) switch should remain in 
position 20 and there should be no lamp in
dication.

6*27 Office Disconnection. Removing the plug from the 
test jack allows the office circuit to advance to 
normal and releases (SLV) relay in turn releasing 
(SL-1) relay, extinguishing (1-0 OK) lamp and 
operating (DISC) relay provided the switch is in 
position.20. (DISC) relay locks through (B) arc, 
releasing (3T) and (ST-1) relays if operated, and 
steps the switch to normal. On reaching normal 
(DISC) and (L0) relays release and the (TST) lamp 
is extinguished. When it is not desired to remove 
the plug from the test jack, disconnection is-ac
complished by operating (DISC) key, this operates 
(DISC) relay, which locks and steps the switoh 
to normal as above described. The advstnoe of the 
switoh removed ground from "the sleeve of the 
test Jaoky allowing the office seleotor to restore 
to normal. After brush oantiriuity test it is' • 
necessary to .operate (DI§C) key to restore the 
test circuit to normal, as.(CS-l) or (AT) relay 
is locked under oantrol of (DISC) key.

6.3 Incoming Selectors

6.31 Start of Test. Four numerical keys, one in each 
row, corresponding to the number of a test line 
are operated. (STP) key is operated .if it is 
desired to 'control the -various steps of the test. 
Compensating resistance keys are operated as 
described in paragraph 6.12. (IBC) key is 
operated where "W" wiring is used if it is 
desired to-make an incoming bru!sh continuity 
test on a brush not having aocess to a final 
multiple test line. The following keys are 
operated depending on the type of incoming 
selector to be tested:-

Three-wire local* inocming selectors 
and three-wire toll key indicator incoming 
selectors, (3WI) key.

Two-wire interoffice and mechanical 
tandem incoming selectors, (2WI) key.

Two-wire toll key indicator incoming 
selectors, (2WI) key. Also operate (REVj) key 
if the incoming is arranged to supply battery 
on the tip and ground on the ring in trunk 
olosufe.
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any of these coo.ditions where (OBC) relay doe·s 
not operate (RM). switch should remain in 
position 2.0 and there should be ~o lamp in- • 
dioation. 

6.8? Office Disconnection. Re~ving.the plug from the 
test jack allows the office ~ircu.1 t ·to .advaJ1oe to 
normal an·~ .releases (SLV) relay 1n turn releasing 
(SL-1} relay, extingui.shing (I-0 OK) lamp and •. 
operating (DISC) relay provided the switch is in 
positio:r;t.20. (DISC) relay locks through_ (B) arc! 
releasing (ST} .and {S'f-1) relays if operated, and 
steps the switch to normal. On reaching normal 
(DISC) and (LO) rela7s release and the (TST) lamp 
is extinguished o When it' is not desired to rElllove 
the plug from tAe test jack, disconnection 1s·ao• 
oom.pl1:$hed by operating (DISO) key., this operates 
(DISC) relay, ~hich looks and steps the switoh 

. to normal as above de·soribed. The advanoe of the 
swi'toh removes ground tr CD '"the sleeve ot the 
·test j aok;• allqwing the ottioe seleotoi- tp re.store 
to nol'JJ18.l. -Atter brush oont1duit1 test it is • 
necessary- t.o .operate (D~O·) key to· restore the 
test·c1rou1t. to normal, as. (CS-l) or -(AV) rele'Y 
is l.ocked under. ocn tro.l • of (DISO) key. 

~.3 ·Incani~g·seleotors 

~.31 Start of T~si. Four numerical keys, one in eaoh 
r(m, corresponding to the number. of a test line 
are operateq. ·(STP) key is operated.if it is 
desired to ~ontrol the ~arious ~taps of the test. 
C~pensating ~esistano~ keys are o~er,ated as 
described ih ~aragraph ~.12.· (IBC) key is· 
operated where "W" wiring is used ir- it is 
desir'ed .to· .make- an incoming brush continuity 
test on a brush not having access to a fil;;J.al 
multiple test. line. The following keys are 
operated depending on the type of incoming 
selector to be tested:-

Three-wire local' in~an.ing selectors 
and three-w~e toll key indicator inoom.lng 
selectors, (3WI) keyo 

'l'wo-w1re interoffice and.mechanical 
tandem incoming selectors, (2WI) kefo 

Two-wire toll key indicator in0001ing 
selectors, (2WI) key. Also ope:i;-ate (REVj) ke7 
if the incoming is arranged to supply batter1 
on the tip and ground on the rillg 1n trunk• 
closure. • 
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Two-wire interoffice key indicator 
incoming selectors - (2KI) key.

Repeating incoming selectors - 
(L-REL) or (L-HLD) keys, also (L-NO) if desired. 
These keys appear only in circuits equipped with 
"Rrt wiring and apparatus. For function of these 
keys see paragraph 6.13. Also operate the same 
class key as for the corresponding non-repeating 
incoming.

When testing two-wire or three-wire 
toll key indicator incoming selectors (±) jack 
is patched to the ringing supply jack in the 
jack box at the selector frame.

The test circuit functions as described 
in paragraph 6*11 until position 3. In position 
3 (C ) relay operated from ground through (C) arc, 
through the break contact of (OFF) and (FF) 
keys. This operates (SLO) relayj stepping the 
switch to position 4.

6.3? Incoming Brush Selection
In position 4 the. fundamental circuit for 
incoming brush selection is established*
"S" Wiring - This circuit is from battery thru 
the incoming selector (X) relay, the tip of (TST) 
jack, make contact of (LO) relay, compensating 
resistance keys, (E) arc, break contacts of (FF) . 
and (OFF) keys, windings of (OF) and (STP) relays, 
break contact of (BO) relay, break contact of 
(T) relay where "V" wiring is used, compensating 
resistance keys, break contact of (FF) key, make 
contact of (LO) relay, ring of..(TST) jack to 
ground in the incoming circuit.

nRw Wiring - This circuit is from battery 
thru the incoming selector (L) relay, the tip of 
test jack, make contact of (LO) relay, contacts 
(RI) relay, thru repeating incoming (L) relay 
release test network if (L-REL) key is operated, 
thru compensating resistance keys (which should 
all be normal if (L-REL) or (L-HLD) keys are 
operated, (E) arc, break contacts of (FF) and 
(OFF) keys,. winding s of (OF) and (STP) relays , 
break contact of (Bo) relay, compensatinge 
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Two-wire interoffice key indicator 
incoming selectors - (2KI) key. 

Repeating incoming selectors - • 
(L-REL) or (L-ELD) keys, also (L-NO)-if desired. 
These keys appear only in circuits equipped with 
"Rrt wiring and apparatus. For t,motion of these 
keys see paragraph 6.13. Also operate the same 
class key as for the corresponding-non-repeating 
incoming. 

When testing two-wire or three-wire 
toll key indicator incoming selectors{±) jack 
is patched to the ringing supply jack in the 
jack box at the selector frame. 

The test circuit functions as described 
in paragraph 6~11 until position 3. In position 
3 (C) relay 9perated from ground -through (C) arc, 
through ~he break contact of (OF.F) .and (FF) 
keys. T~s operates (SLO) relay; stepping the 
~witch to position 4. • 

6.3? Incaning Brush Selection 

In position 4- the. fundamental circuit for 
incoming brush selec~ion is established. 

"S" Wiring - This cirou1t·1s from battery thru 
the incoming selector (L) reray, the tip of (TST) 
jack, make contact.of (LO) relay, compensating 
res-ista.nce keys, (E) are, break oontac-ts of (FF). 
and {OFF) keys, windings of (OF) and (STP) relays, 
break contact of. (BO) relay, break contact of • 
(T) relay where "V" wiring is used( compensating 
resistance keys, break contact of FF) key, make 
oontact of (LO) _relay, ring of .. (TST) 5ack to 
ground in the incotning circmt. 

"R" Wiring - .This circuit is fran battery 
thru the incoming selector (L) relay, the tip of 
test jack, make contact of (LO) relay,. ccntacts 
{RI) relay, ·thru repeating _incoming (L) relay 

.release test network if (L-REL) key is operated, 
thru compensating resistance keys (which should 
all be normal if· (L-REL) or (L-HI..D) keys are . 
operated, {E) arc, break contacts or (FF} and 
(OFF) keys , . win~ing s of (OF) and ( STP) relays, 
break contact of (~O) relay, compensating 

) 
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resistance keys (which should all be normal 
if (L-REL) or (L-ELD) keys are operated)* 
contacts (RI) relay, contacts (L-HLD) key, 
thru repeating incoming (L) relay hold test 
network if (L-HLD) kev is operated, tln:u 
repeating incoming. (L) relay non-operate 
test resistances if (L-NO) key is operated, 
contacts of (L-&07 key is normal, break con
tact (FF) key, make contact of (LO) relay, 
ring of (TST) jack to ground in the incoming 
circuit*
WRW or nS* firing - (STP) relay operates, but 
(OF) relay, being polarized, does not. (STP) 
relay operated, connects ground through con
tacts of the operated numerical key in the 
first row, through the winding of the corres
ponding counting relay, operating the count
ing relay. Impulses from the incoming selector 
(A) commutator, short-circuit and release'
(STP) relay, allowing the prime relay corres
ponding to the operated counting relay to 
operate.• The operation of the prime-relay 
transfers the pulsing lead from the numerical 
keyp to the next counting relay. The impulses 
from the incoming selector circuit c6ntinue 
until (0) counting relay operates. When (STP) 
relay releases (BO) and (FO) relays operate.
The operation of (BO) relay opens the funda
mental circuit,' causing the incoming selector 
circuit to advance. The operation of (FO) 
relay releases (ST) and (ST-1) relays and 
steps the switch to position 5, releasing •
(C) relay, in turn releasing (SLO) relay and 
the counting relays. If (3TP) key is normal 
ground through the break contact of (SLO) 
relay steps the switch to position 6, If 
(STP) key is operated, the switch remains 
in position'5, until (ST) key is operated 
and released. The operation of (ST)'key 
operating (ST) relay and the release of (ST) 
key removing the short-circuit around. (ST-1) 
relay permitting it to operate and step the 
switch to position 6.

6.33 Incoming Group Selection
In position 6* (C) relay operates-, in turn 
operating (SLO) relay, stepping the switch to
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resistance keys (which should all he normal 
if (L-REL) or (L-BLD) keys are operated), 
contacts (RI) relay, contacts (L-HLD) key, 
thru·repeating.incoming (L) relay hold test 
network if {L-HLD) k8J is operated, thru 
repeating incoming. (LJ relay non-operate 
test resistances if (L-NO) key .is operated, 
cmtacts of (L-NOf key 1s normal, break oon
_tact. (FF) key,· make con.tact of (LO)· relay;, _ 
ring of (TST} jack to ground in the incanlllg 
circuit. • 

"R" or "s,&,Wiring - {STP) relay operates, but 
(OF) relay, being polarized, ~oes not. (S'fP) 
relay operated,. connects ground through con
t"aots of the operated numerical key in ·the 
first row, through the winding of the corres
ponding cpunting_ relay, operating t~ count
in~ relay. Impulses from the incoming selec-tor 
(A) cammutator,shOrt-circu.it and release· • 
(STP) relay, allowit?,g the prime relay corres
ponding to the operated counting relay to 
operate.- The operation _of the prime-rel~y 
transfers the pulsing lead from the nume~io.al. 
key~ to the next counting relay. .The 1mp~ses 
tran the incaning selector circuit oontinue 
un:t;il (0) counting relay operates. When (STP) 
relay releases (BO)· and {FO) relays operate.· 
The opera tton of (BO) relay opens _the funda
mental circuit; causing the inoan.ing selector 
circuit to advance. The operation or (FO) 
relay releases (ST) and (ST-l) relays and 
steps·the switch to position 5, releasing· 
(C) relay 1n tum releasing (SLO) re1ay and 
the eountlng relays. If (STP} key is normal. 
ground thr90Sh the break contact of (SLO) 
rela7 steps the awitch to l)OS~tion 6, It 
(STP) key is operated, tlie swit(?h ran..a1ns· 
in·p0s1tion·5, until (ST) key is operated 
and released. The operation of (ST)' key • 
operating (ST)· relay and the release at (ST) 
key removing the short-circuit around .. (ST-l) 
relay permitting it to operate 8Jld step the 
switch to positi~ 6. 

6.33 Incanlllg Group Selection 

In position· ~t (q) ·r~lay operates;, in turit 
apera.ting (SLO) relay, stepping the switch t-o 
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position 7. With the switch in position 7, the 
fundamental circuit for incoming group selection 
is established, operating (STP) relay. This 
connects ground through the contacts of the operat
ed numerical keys in the first and second rows 
to operate the counting relay corresponding to the 
group to be selected. As pulses are received 
the successive counting relays operate* when 
(BO) and (FO) relays operate, the fundamental 
circuit is broken advancing the incoming 
selector. ' (ST) and (ST-1) relays if operated 
are released, and the switch is stepped to 
position 8. releasing (C) relay in turn 
releasing (SLO) relay and the counting relays.
If (STP) key is normal, gfound through the break 
contact of (SLO) relay steps the switch to posi
tion 9. If (STP) key is operated, the advance 
of the switch out of position 8 is under 
control of (ST) key the same as in position 
5.

6.34 Final Selections

In position 9, (C) relay operates, in turn 
operating (SLO) relay, stepping the switch to 
position 10. With the switch in position 10, 
the fundamental circuit for final brush se
lection is established. Selections are made 
in a manner similar to incoming selection; 
after final brush selection (FO) and (BO) re
lays operate, releasing (ST) and (ST-1) re
lays, if operated, and stepping the switch to 
position 11, releasing (C) relay, in turn re
leasing (SLO) relay and the counting relays.
The switch advances to position 12 from the 
ground through the break contact of (SLO) 
relay or under control of (ST) key. (G) relay 
operates in turn operating (SIX)) relay step^ 
ping the switch to position 13, Final tens 
selection takes place in position 13. On 
completion (BO) and (FO) relays operate, re
leasing (ST) and (ST-1) relays, if operated, 
and stepping the switch to position 14, re
leasing (C) relay, in turn releasing (SLO) 
relay and the counting relays. The switoh 
advances to position 15 from the ground 
through the break contact of (SLO) relay or 
under control of (ST) key. .(C) relay 
operates, in turn operating (SLO) relay, 
stepping the switch to position 16. Final 
units selection takes place in position 16, 
on completion (BO) and (FO) relays operate, 
releasing (ST) and (ST-1) relays, if operated,

( 
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position 7. With• the sw1 tch in posi tlon 'l, the 
fundamental. oircuit tor incoming group selection 
is established, -operating (STP) relay. Tliis 
connects ground through the contacts ot the operat
ed numerical. keys in the first end second rows 
to operate the counting relay corresponding to the 
group to be selected. AB pulses are received 
the successive counting relays operate: when 
(BO) and (FO) relays operate, the fundamental. 
cirouit is broken advancing the incoming 
selector.· (ST) and (ST-1) relays it operated 
are released, and the switch is stepped to 
position 8. releasing (C) relay 1n· turn 
releasing (sLO) relay and the counting relays • 
It (STP) key is normal, groi.md th.rough the break 
contact Qf (SLO) relay steps the switch to posi
tion 9. It (STP) key is operated, the advance 
of the switch out of position 8 is under 
control of (ST) k~y the same as in pos1 tion 
5. 

Final Selections 

In position 9, ( c·) relay operates, in turn 
operating (SLO) relay, stepping the switch to 
position 10. With the swi toh in position 10, 
the 1'undamen taJ. circuit tor final brush se
lection is establi$ed. ·Selections are made 
in a manner similar to incoming selection; 
·atter final brush selection· (FO)· and (BO) re
lays operate, releasing (ST) and (ST-1) re
lays, it operated, and stepping the switch to 
position 11, -releasing (C) relay, in turn re
leasing (SLO) relay and the counting relays. 
'Jlie switch advances to position 12 from the 
ground through the break contact· ot- (SLO) 
relay or under control o~ (ST) key •. (C) relay 
operates in turn· operating (SLO) relay step-; 
ping the sWi toh to position 13, Final. tens • 
selection takes place in position 13. On 
completion (BO) and (FO) relays operate, re
leasing (ST)- and (S~l) relays, it operated, 
and step:i,>ing the switch to position 14, re
leasing ( C) relay, in turn releasing (SLO) 
relay and the counting relays. '!he swi toh 
advances to position 15 from the ~round 
through the break oontact ot (SLO) relay or 
-under control ot (ST) key •. (C) relay 
operates, in turn operating (SLO) relay, 
ste_p-ping the switch to posi ti.on l,6. Final 
units selection takes place in position 16, 
on completion (BO) and (FO) relays operate, 
releasing (ST) and (ST-1) relays, it operated, 
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and stepping the switch to position 17, re
leasing (C) relay, in turn releasing. (SLO) 
relay and the counting relays* Ground through 
the break contact of (SLO) relay steps the 
switoh to position 18* In position 18, (C) 
relay operates in turn operating (SLO) relay*

6 *35' Reverse Battery
In position 18 after the incoming selector
has advanced, it connects battery through the
winding of its (L) relay to the ring of the
test jack and ground to the tip* (STP)
and (OF) relays in the fundamental circuit operate,
{OF) relay looks and operates (0F-1) relay,
lighting (OF) lamp, operating (0) counting
relay, and closing the circuit to (BO) and
(F0) relays which remain unoperated until the
incoming selector advances releasing (STP)
relay, removing the short circuit around them*
(F0) relay operated, steps the switch to posi
tion 19, extinguishing (OF) lamp, and releasing 
(C> relay, in turn releasing (SLO), (0), (BO) 
and (FO) relays.

6.36 (SLV) Relay Operation
A* Three-Wire Incomings: -As the switch steps 

from position 18 to position 19, the direct 
ground on the sleeve of (TST) jack from (D) 
arc is replaced by ground through the 45 ohm 
resistan.ee and the winding of (SLV) relay 
and battery thru the 1200 ohm resistance and 
the winding of (SLV) relay. (SLV) relay will 
operate from the direot ground on the sleeve, 
of the incoming circuit* When the incoming 
selector (L) relay operates, the incoming 
selector advances, removing the direct ground 
from the sleeve and (L) relay locks over the 
sleeve in series with (SLV) relay to ground 
in the test circuit* (SLV) relay operated 
in turn operates (SL~1) relay* (SL-1) relay 
operated, lights (1-0 OK) lamp and steps the 
switch to position 20*

• O'J

B*
£ W  iTwo-Wire incomings: In position 19, ground

from (B) arc, through the make.contact cf 
(2*WI) or (2 KI) key, through (D) arc operates 
(SLV) relay in turn operating (SL-1) relay* 
(SL-1) relay operated, lights (1-0 OK) lamp 
and steps the switch to position 20*

t
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and stepping the switoh to position 17, re~ 
l~sing (C) relay, in. turp. releasing_ (SLO) 
relay and the oountins relays. Ground through 
the break contact of (SLO) relay steps ~he 
swi toh to position 18. In position 18, (C) 

·relay operates in tum operating (SLO) r.alay. 

6e.35 • Reverse Batte??' 

In ·position 18 at'ter th& incoming selector 
has ·advanced, 1 t oonn~ots battery through the 
winding of 1 ts f L) relay to the rill g o t the 
test ~aok and ground to. the tip. (STP) 
and (OF) relays in the fundamental circuit operate, 
{OF) relay looks and operates (OF-1) relay, • 
lighting (OF) lamp, operating (0) counting 
relay, and closing-the oirouit to (BO) and 
(:l!'O) relays which remain w;ioperated until 'tbe 
incoming selector advances releasing (STP) 
relay, ranoving the short circuit around them. 
(FO} relay operated, steps the switch to posi-
tion 19, extinguishing (OF) le.mp, and releasing 
( C} relay, in turn r~leasing. ( SLO ) , ( o) , (BO) 
and . ( FO) relays. 

6.36. (SLV) Relay-Opemtion 

A. • 'lhree-Wire Incomings·: • As the sw1 toh steps 
from position 18 to position 19, the direot 
ground on the sleeve o:r ( TST) ja;ok :rrom (D) 
aro 1 s replaced by ground through the 45 ohm 
resistan.oe and the winding of (SLV) relay 
and battery thru the 1200 ohm resi stan.ee ·and 
the winding of (SLV) relay. • (SLV) ·relay will 
oi>erate from the direot-ground on the sleeve, 
of the inc om.ill@ oircui t. When the inoo~ng· 
seleoto~ (~} ~elay_ operates, the inoQJI11ng • 
aeleotor advances, removing the direct ground 
from.. the sleeve ana. (L) relay looks over the 
sleeve in series-with (SLV) re:lay to ground 
1~ the test circuit. (SLV) rela7 operated 
·in turn operates (SL-1) relay. (SL-1) relay 
operated~· lights (I-0 OK) lamp and steps the 

·swit~~ to· position 20. 

B. TWo--Wire· Incomings: :rn posi ti.on 19, g.r:ound 
from ( B) arc, .through the make. oon-tdc t of 
(2·WI) or (2 KI) key, through ·(D) are operates 
tSLV) relay in turn operating (SL-1) relay. 
(SL-1) relay operated, lights (I-0 OK) lamp 
and steps the switoh to position 20. 

I 
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6*37 Incoming Trunk Closure, Ringing, 0*K* Plash Disconnect
These functions are so different for each type 
of incoming selector circuit that they * are de** 
scribed individually in the following para- ■„ 
graphs•

6*371 Three-Wire Local Incoming "V" Wiring: Ground
through the make contact o f {3-WI) • key steps 
the switch from position 20 to position 21* In 
position 21 f (T) relay operates from ground on 
(C) arp* (S) rfelay in series with the campensat- 
ing resistance is bridged across the tip and ring* 
"W" wiring: (S) relay in series with compensating
resistance is bridged, across the tip and ring in 
position 20* In either case the incoming (X) 
relay will operate and.it will advance to its 
ringing positions** (S) relay,, does not operate 
at this time' as its circuit is open« The line to 
which the final selector should connect is arranged 
to test automatically the ringing,, tripping .and 
supervision of the incoming oiroult* By operating 
(TEL) key, the tester, oan listen to the ringing 
induction* (1-0 OK) lamp remains lighted until 
the ringing is tripped* When the ringing is 
tripped the incoming selector advances to its talk-* 
Ing position* .An interrupter in the test line 
causes the line supervisory relay in the incoming 
selector circuit to flash, opening and closing the 
ground to the trunk, flashing (S) relay in the test 
.circuit* (1-0 OK) lamp, which lifted on the. oper
ation of (fSLl) relay, flashes, as the operation of 
(S) relay extinguishes it*
Removing the plug from the test jack allows 
the* incoming selector to restore to normal and 
releases (SLV) relay in turn releasing (SL1) relay, 
extinguishing (I-Q Off) lamp and operating (DISC) 
relay provided the switch is in position 20 or 21* 
(DISC) relay locks through (B) arc, and steps the 
switch to normal*. (T) relay (operated where "Vw 
wiring .is used) releases on leaving position 21*
On reaching normal (DISC), (L0), (OF) and (0F1) 
relays release and (TST) lamp is extinguished* When 
it is not desired to remove the plug from the test 
jack, disconnection is accomplished by operating 
(DISC) key*. This operates (DISC) relay, which looks 
and steps the switch to normal as above described*

( 
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In-coming· .Trunk C1os-q.re, Rlngirig, _o • K., ~lash .Dj,a~omu,;·t 

These tunctlons. are ~o.dif:ferent tor each· type 
ot i~oonµng .sel~c'tor· circtlit that they·9:re ·4e-,.,_ 
scribed indit!dually in-the -:following para~~ 
gr.aplls.. • 

. . 
6.371 'lhree-Wire Local ·Inc.om1ng·erv• Wiring: Ground. 

through the J.Dake · contaQt of ( 3-Wl) · key· steps 
.the sw1 toh from pos1 tion 20 to posi ti0n 21. In 

·position ·2lf (Tl relay opera.tea :from· .gromd on • 
(O) ar!). (.s) relay • in series 1fi th the aompenaa t- • 
ing resistance is bridged across the tip ·and· riJlg. 
"W" wiring: . ( s) l"&le.y in aeries with comp:ens~ ting 
resistance ·fs brid~ed.~cross the tip and ring ·1n _ 
_ position 20. In- either case the incoming (.L) 
relay will ·operate and. it w111· adTanoe to i·ta 
ringl.ng·p~s-1..,tions-. (S)· r~la,,: aoea·no_t operate 
a~ this -time ~s 1 ts cil"":uit -la open. . ?,'h.e· line to 
whioh ti,.e fi;na.l eeleotor sho'1l;d oonne~t is ~~anged 
·.to ,est auto~tioaUy th~. ringing,. t~1pping .and 
supervision ot -the 1noom.1ng o1rou1 t. BJ' operat~ng 
('!EL) lmT, the teste:r.oan listen to ·the riug1ns 

• 1muotion. • ( I-o OK).· lamp remains· 11gbted until 
the ringing· 1s tripped. Wlien the r1Ji81ng 1a • 
tripped the· inaoming seleotor ·advances to 1 ts talk_; 
ing position. .An 1nterrupte:r-1n the -test line 
causes ille' iine supei:visory reiay in the 1noo~ng 
seleotor oirouit to .tlash, opening and closing the 
ground to the :trunk.- flashi.Dg ( s) relay iti the test 
.circuit. (I-0 ~K) lamp. 11h1eh lighted on the. oper--

• ation of (;.SLl)· relay, flashes, as the operation of 
(S) relay. extinguishes it. • 

Removing . t'he plug :from the :test jack allows 
the· in.coll\ing selector to restore to nomal and 
releases (SLV} relay in turn releasing (SLl) relay, 
extinguishing (I-0 OK9) lamp and operating (DISC) 
relay p~ovided the swi toh is tn position 20 -or 21. 
(DISC) relay locks t,hrougb (B) arc, and·steps the 
switoh to normal.: {T) relay (operated ~re "V~ 
wiring _1s·. used) releases on leav~ug position 21. 
On reaohing normal (DISC), (LO), (OF) and (OFl) 
relays release and (T$T) lamp is extinguished. When • 
it is not desired· to remove the plug .f'~m the test 
jaok, disoonneotion 1s accomplished by OJB rating• . 
(DISC) key •. This operates (DISC) relay, which .looks 
and steps the switch to norm.al:- as above deacribed. 
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Hie advance of the switch,removes ground from 
the sleeve of the test jack, allowing the in
coming selector under test to restore to normal.

6»372 Two-Wire Interoffice and Mechanical Tandem In
coming "V" Wiring
Ground through the make contact of (2 WI) key 
steps the switch from position 20 to position 
21# In position 21, (T) relay operates* from ground 
on (C) arc. "W™ wiring: The switch remains in
position 20* With either wiring the (S) relay in 
series with the compensating resistance is bridg
ed across the tip and ring* This operates#the 
trunk supervisory relay in the incoming selector, 
advancing it to its ringing positions# The direc
tion of the our rent is suoh as not to operate 
(S) relay which is polarized, and (1-0 OK) lamp 
remains lighted until the ringing is tripped#
The line to which the final selector should connect 
is arranged to test automatically the ringing, 
tripping and supervision of the incoming circuit#
By operating (TEL) key the tester can listen to 
the ringing Induction# When the’ ringing is 
tripped, the incoming selector advances to Its 
talking position. • An interrupter in the test 
line circuit causes the line supervisory felay 
in the incoming cirouit to flash, in turn 
operating and releasing*a reversing relay, which 
reverses the direction of the current through 
(S) relay in the test circuit, permitting it 16 
operate# (S) rel$y will thus flash in time with 
the interrupter in the test line. (1-0 OK) lamp, 
which lighted on the operation of (SL1) relay, 
flashes, as the operation of* (S) relay extinguishes it. 
The operation of (DISC) key operates (DISC) relay, which locks through (B) arc and steps the switch to 
normal# (T) relay (operated where "F" wiping* is used) releases on leaving position 21# As the 
switch leaves the supervisory test position, the 
bridge across the tip and ring is opened* releas
ing the Incoming trunk supervisory relay, causing 
the incoming selector to restore to normal# On 
reaching the normal position iSJN) and (SL1) 
relays release extinguishing (1-0 OK) lamp# (LO),
(OF) and (0F1) relays release, and (TST) lamp is 
extinguished and, provided (DISC) key is normal 
(DISC) relay releases# Removing the plug from 
the jack, without operating (DISC) key, re
stores the incoming selector to normal, 
but it is necessary to operate (DISC) key to re-

. . 

-
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. . 
The advanoe o t . the swl toh. r~oves ground trom 
the sleeve ot the test jack, allowing the \n
oomillg selector under .test to restore to nom.al. 

TWo-Wlre Int~roftioe and Meohanical Tandem In
ooming "V• Wiring • 

Ground through the make contact of .-(2 WI) key 
steps the swi toh from position 20 to pos'i tion 
21, In position 21, (.T) relay operates•rrom ground 
on ( C} arc. "W" wiring : The swi ~oh rElllain s in 
position 20. • With either wiring the (S) relay in 
series with the compensating resistanoe is bridg-
ed aorosa the tip end ring. This operates the 
trunk. supervisory relay in the incoming sefeotor, 
advano1Il8 1 t to 1 ta rillging posi-tions. '!'he d1reo
·t1on of the current is auoh as not to operate 
(S) relay which is polarized, and (I-0 OX) lamp 
rema1.na lighted until the ringbig 1s tripped, . 
The 11.ue to whioh the tinal selector should oonneo't 
ie arranged to wst automatically the ringing, 
tripping and supervtaion • o t the incoming oiroui t. 
By operating (TEL) key the tester can listen to • 
the ringing '1nduct1ono When the·ringing is 
tripped, the il).oom.ing sel.eo1ior adve!1ces t~ 1 ts 
talking' position. - An interrupter 1n th, test 
line circuit causes the line supervisory relay 
1n the incoming c1rou1 t to tlash, in turn 
operating and· releasing•a reversing relay,.whioh 
reverses ·the direction ·ot the curr~nt through· 
(S) relay in the test oirouit, permitting it tb 
operate.· (S) relw will thua flash in time with 
the in terrup tar in the test line • • ( I-0 OX) lamp, 
which lighted on the operation ot (SLl) relay, 
flashes, as the O:t>8rat1on ot· (S) rela7 extinguishes 
The operation or (DISC} key operates {DISC) relay, 
whioh loo.ks through (B) aro and ·steps the awitoh to 
nomal. (T) relay (operated where -V- wi.i'i~is 
used) releases on leaving position 21. As the 
switoh leaves the supervisory, test position, t~e 
bridge across the tip and ring is opened. 1 releas~ 
1ng the 1ncom1ng"trunk supervisory relay, oausing 
the incoming selector to restore to normal. On 
reaching the normal position ~SLV) and (SLl) 
relays release extinguishing (I..O OK) lamp. (LO), 
(OF) and (OFl) rel~ya release, and ('18T) lamp is 
exti~uished and, provided (DISC) key is normal 
(DISO J relay releases. Removing the plug f'rom 
the jaok, without operating (DISC) _key, re-
stores the incoming seleetor to_ normal, 
but it is necessary to operate (DISC) key to re-

.... 

it. 
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store the test circuit to normal*
6*373 Three-Wire Toll Key Indicator Incoming "V**

Wiring

Ground on the make contact of (3WI)* 
key steps the switch from position 20 to 
position 21 o In position 21 (T). relay operates 
from ground on (C) aro* "W* wirings The. switch 
remains in position 20* With .either wiring*, the 
incoming advances to its trunk closure position 
and its (L) relay will operate from ground on 
the sleeve advancing it to its ringing and 
talking position* Battery and ground through 
the incoming repeal coil are connected to the 
trunk operating- (S) relay in the test circuit 
which is bridging across the tip and ring in 
series with the compensating.resistances* The 
operation of (S) relay extinguishes (1-0 OK) 
lamp, indicating that the incoming circuit is 
ready for ringing* . The tester operates (± K±) 
key, disconnecting (S) relay from the trunk 
and connecting ringing current to the trunk*
(S) relay releases when the key. is operated, 
lighting (1-0 OK) lamp* The ringing current 
operates a ring up relay, in the incoming 
seleotor circuit, starting the ringing, which 
continues automatically* When the (± KI) key 
is released (s) relay reoperates, extinguishing 
(1-0 OK) lamp* The line to which the final 
selector should connect is arranged to test 
automatically the ringing, tripping'and super
vision of the incoming circuit* By operating 
(TEL) key the tester can listen to the ringing, 
induction* (1-0 OK) lamp remains extinguished 
until the ringing is tripped* When the ringing 
is tripped, an interrupter in the test line cirr 
cuit causes the line supervisory relay in the 
incoming selector circuit to flash* This in. turn 
causes the operation and release of a relay 
in the incoming circuit which, by its operation, 
disconnects the battery and ground from the 
trunk causing (S) relay in the test circuit 
to flash, in turn flashing the (1-0 OK) lamp* 
Removing the plug from the test Jack allows the 
incoming seleotor to restore to normal 
and releases (SLY) relay in turn releas
ing (SL1) relay, extinguishing (1-0 OK) 
lamp and operating (DISC) relay provided

1· 

I 
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store the·tes~ circuit to normal. 

6.573 iJhree-Wire -Toll Key Indicator Incoming WV" 
·Wiring." 

G-1'01llld on the make contact of ( 3WI) • 
key steps· the sw:l toh from position 20 to 
posi,tion 2-lo In posi t;ion 21 (Ti relay operates 
from ground on (C) aro. "W" wiring: 'Ib.e. a,p toh 
remains in position 20. With .either wiring, the 
incoming advances to its tl"Unk closure position 
and· its (L) relay will operate rrom'ground on 
the sleeve adTanoing it to 1 ts :t"iilging and 
talking-position. Battery and ground through 
the incoming repea\; • 0011 are ·conneoted to· the 
trunk opsrati-ng· (S) relay in the test circuit 
wl;l1oh is bridging across the tip and riug in 
ser.j.es with the oompensating .resistanoGS. The 
oper~ti~n of (S) relay extinguishes (l-o OK) 
lamp,· ind.1 oa ti.Jig ·that t};l.e 1noom.1ng ciroui t 1 ~ 
ready tor ringing •. '!'he tester operatea (:t ll) 
key, disooimeoting (S) relay trom th& trunk 
-and oonneoting ringing current -to the trunk. 
(s) relay releases wban the key. is operated, 
lighting (I-0 • OK) lamp. The ~inging ourrent 
operates a ring ~P rel.ay, in the inooming 
sa;eotor (?irouit, starting the r1ngiµg, wh1 ch 
oontinues automatically. When ~he(± KI) kej' 
is released (S) relay reoperates, extinguishing 
( I-o: OK) lam.po The line to which the f'inal 
selector should connect is arranged to test 
auto~t1o·a11y the ringing, • tripping'and super
vision of the inoom.ing .cirou1 t. By operating 
(TEL) key the tester ce.n listen to the ringing.
induotion. (I-0 OK) le.mp remains extinguished . 
until the rin~~g is tripped. When the ringing 
is tripped., an interrupter in the test line oir:
cuit ·causes the line supervisory relay in. the 
incoming s~lector cf-rouit 1;0 flash. This in. turn 
oauses the operation ~<:i r~l ease of a re.lay 
in the incoming circuit wh.ioh, by its operation, 
disconnects the battery and. ground f'rom the 
trunk causing (S) relay in the test circuit 
to f'~ash, in turn flashing the {I-0 OK) lamp. 
Removing the plug from the test jack allows the 

.. inc·om1ng seleotor to r~store to normal 
ani releases (SLV). relay in turn releas
ing ( SLl) relay, ·extinguishing ( I-0 OK) 
lamp and o:perat~ng (DISC) relay provided 
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the switch is in position 20 or 21#
(DISC) relay locks through (B) arc and 
steps the switch to normal* (T) relay 
(operated where "Vw wiring is used) re
leases on leaving position 21* On reach
ing normal (DISC)* (L0). (OF) and (0F1) 
relays release and (TST) lamp is extinguish
ed# When it is not desired to re
move the plug from the test jack, discon
nection is accomplished by operating (DISC) 
key# this operates (DISC) relay, which looks 
and steps the switch to nomnal as above 
described# The advanoe of the switch 
removes ground from the sleeve of 
the test jaok, allowing the incoming seleotor 
to restore to normal* •

6*374 Two-Wire Toll Key Indicator Inooming. "V"
Wiring

Ground on the make contaot of (2WI) key steps 
the switch from position 20 to position 21* In 
position 21, (T) relay operates from ground on 
(C) arc* "W" wiring: The switoh remains in
position 20* With either wiring, the (S) re
lay in series with the compensating resistance 
is bridged across the tip and ring# Thi,s operates 
the trunk supervisory relay in the two-wire toll 
key indicator incoming selector circuit# (S) re
lay in the test circuit operates »as the; current 
is in the proper direction# The operation of (S) 
relay extinguishes (1-0 OK) lamp, .indicating 
that the incoming circuit is ready for 
ringing* The tester operates (± KI) key, dis
connecting (S) relay from the trunk and connecting 
ringing current to it* (S) relay releases when the 
key is operated, lighting (I~0 OK) lamp* The 
ringing current operates a ring-up relay in 
the incoming selector', circuit, starting ring
ing, which continues automatically* When (± Kl) 
key is released (S) relay reoperates, extinguish
ing (I—0 OK) lamp# The test line to which the 
final selector should connect is arranged to test 
automatically the ringing, tripping and supervision 
of the incoming circuit* By operating (TEL) key the 
tester can listen to the ringing induction# (1-0 OK) 
lamp remains extinguished until the ringing is
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the switch is in position 20 or 21. 
(DISC) relay locks 'through (B) arc and 
steps the swi t oh to normal; ( T )' relay 
(operated where "V" wiring is used) re
leases on leavine; position 21. On res.oh~ 
ing normal {DISC}, (LO) (OF) and (OFl) 
relays release and ( TSTJ lamp is extinguish
ed. When it is not desired to re-
mo-ve the pl~g from the test jack, discon
nection is accomplished by operating {DISC) 
key, this ·operates (DISC) relay, ,o\ftlich looks 
and steps the sw1 toh .to normal as above 
described. '!'he advanoe or the switch 
removes ground from the sleeve ot 
the test jaok, allowing the incoming selector 
to regtore to normal •. 

6.374 TWo-Wire Toll Xey Indicator Inooming_"V" 
Wiring 

• Ground on the make contact of (2WI) ker steps 
the sw.1 toh trom ·pos1 tion 20 t·o poei tion 21. In 

f0s1t1o·n 21, (T) relay operates .from ground .on 
C) aro. "W" wiring : 'I'h:e swi toh remai'n s in 

position 20. With either wiring, the ( $.) re- • 
lay 1n senes with the compensating resist.a.nee 
1s b~idged across the tip and ring. 'lhi.~ operate~ 
the trunk supervisory relay in the two-wire toll 
key indicator. incoming selector oireuit. (S) re
lay in the test circuit operates•as the. ourrent 
1s in the proper direction. The operation of ( S) 
relay extinguishes (I-0 OK) .lamp, .indicating 
that the incoming circuit is ready for 
ringing. The tester operates(± KI) key, dis
oonneoting (S) relay from the trunk and connecting 
ringing current to it. (S) relay·releases when the· 

.~Y is operated, lightiqg (I-0 OK) lamp. 'llle 
ringing current operates a ring-up relay in 
the incoming selector·. circu1t 1 starting ring-
ing, which continues automatioal·ly. When {± Kl) 
keN is released (S) re.lay reoperates, extinguish-
ing ( I-0 OK) lam.po The t·est line to whioh .the 
tinal selector should connect is ~rranged to test 
automatically.the ringing, tripping and supervision 
of the incoming circuit. By operating (TEL) key the 
t~ster ean listen to the ringing induction. (I-0 O~) 
lamp remains extinguished . until the ringlng 1 s 

J 
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tripped#' When the ringing is tripped* an 
interrupter in the test line circuit causes 
the line supervisory relay in the incoming 
selector circuit to flash® This in turn 
causes the operation and release of a relay 
in the incoming circuit Ttihioh* by its opera
tion* disconnects the battery and ground from 
the trunk causing (S) relay in the test eir̂ * 
cult to flash* in turn flashing the (1-0 OK) 
lampo • Before removing the plug from the test 
jack on disconnection* disconnect supervision 
must be given to the two-wire toll key indicator 
incoming selector by the operation of (TKI-D) 
key* This causes the incoming to advance to 
its awaiting release position and connects 
battery to'the tip side of the trunk through 
a resistance and grojnd to the ring side of the 
trunk* operating the trunk supervisory relay, 
restoring ^he incoming circuit to normal* This 
key should be held operated until the down drive 
starts* The operationrof ttyis key also operates 
the (DISC) relay whioh looks through ,{B) aro and 
steps the switoh to normal* (T) rel^y (operated 
where "V" .wiring is. used) releases on leaving 
position 21* On reaching the normal position 
(SLV) and (SL1) relays release, extinguishing 
(I~0 OK) lamp, (L0), (OK), and (0F1) relays re^ 
lease and the (T3T) lamp is extinguished and* 
provided (TKI-D) key is normal (DISC) relay 
releases*

6*375 Two-Wire Interoffice Key Indicator Incoming#
When the tebt circuit steps to-position 20,
(Kt). relay operates from ground on (C ) arc 
through the make contact of (2KI) key# • The 
operation of (KI) relay lights (KI) lamp* con
nects ground through resistances .to the tip 
of the trunk and connects battery to the ring 
of the trunk through the winding of (KIS) 
relay* At the time that (KI) relay operates, 
the. high resistance winding of the trunk 
supervisory relay in tire incoming circuit is 
not short-circuited* .Under this condition it 
operates throu^L both its windings in series* 
but (KIS) relay will not receive enough current 
to operate# The incoming selector advances to 
its ringing'positions# The line to which the

\ 
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·tripped., When :the ringing is tripped, an 
interrupter in the test linf!l_cirouit causes 
the 11~ supervisory relay in the incoming 
seleotar oi:roui t to flash. This in turn 
causes the operation and release of a relay 
1n the incoming oirouit whioh, by its opera
tion, disconnects the battery and· ground from 
the trunk causing (S) relay in the test cir• 
~ui t to flash, in turn flashing the ( I-0 OK) 
l~o ·Before removing the plug t-rom the test 
Jack on disoollD.f)ction 1 d1soonnect supervision 
must be given to the two-wire toll key indicator 
inooming seleotor by the operatJon of (TKI-D) 
ke:y. 'l.'h.1s oaus·es the incoming to advance to 
1 ts awa1 ting release position and· conne ots 

_battery t(,-_the tip side ot the· ·:trunk through 
a resistane.e. and grojnd to the ring side of th.e 
trunk, o.pei,ating the trunk superTisory relay, • 
rest9ring ~he inoomi~ oirouit:to normal. This 
key·ahauld be h~ld operated until the down drive 
starts. •• 'Dhe opera~i,on, of tqis key also operates . 
the (DISO) ral.ay wliioh looks through ,{B) e.ro and •. 
steps ~he switoh ~ normal. (~) relw (operated 
'Where "V1I .wiring 1s. used) 1"8leases on leaving 

fos1 tion • 21·; On reaohing the .no·rme.1 poa1 tion. 
SLV) and (SIJ.} relays _release, exti~guishing 

(I~O OK) lamp,"(LO), (OF), and (OFl) relays re-. 
lease and the ('lBT) lamp is extinguished an<l, 
provided (im:t-D) key 1s normal (DISC) relay 
releases. 

603'15 'lWo-Wi're Interoff'ioe Key InQ.i ca.tor Incoming. 
When the test oirouit steps to-position 20, 
fltI ). relay operates from ground on (C ) aro 
through the· make o-ontaot or (.2KI) key. • The 
operation of (KI) relay lights (KI) lamp, con• 
nects ground through reais tanoes· .to the tip 
of' the trunk ·and connects battery to the ring 
of' the trunk through the winding of ( KIS} 
relay. At the time that (KI}_ relay·_ operates, 
the. high resistanoe. wi:i;ip.in·g or th:e trtmk . 
supervisory relay in th-e incoming oii-ouit is 
not.short-circuited •. Under·this oondftioh it 
operates throu,gh both :1. ts windings in serf.es, 
but· {KIS) relay will not receive enough current 
to operate. The incoming selector advances to 
its ~ingtng•positions. 'fue line •to which the 
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final selector should connect is arranged to 
test automatically the ringing, tripping and 
supervision of the incoming circuit® (EE) 
lamp remains lighted until the ringing is 
tripped® When the ringing is tripped, the in
coming selector advances to its talking posi
tion® An interrupter in the test line cirouit 
causes the line supervisory relay in the in
coming circuit to flash in turn closing and 
opening the short circuit around the high 
resistance winding of the Incoming tyunk super
visory relay* When the high resistance winding 
Is 'short-cirouited (KIS) relay in. the test cir
cuit operates, extinguishing \(El) lamp* Thus 
(KI3) relay flashes in turn flashing the (EL)' 
lamp# (1-0 OK) lamp remains lights* all through 
this test*

The operation of (DISC) key operates (DISC) 
relay, which looks through (B) aro and steps 
the switch to normal* As the switch leaves 
position 20, (£1) relay releases, extinguishing 
(EE) lamp end releasing (EES) relay and the 
incoming trunk supervisory relay, causing the 
inooming selector to restore to normal* When the 
test switch reaches the normal position (SLV) and 
(SL1) relays release, extinguishing (1-0 OK) lamp, 
(L0). (OF) and (QF1) relays release and the 
(T£T) lamp is extinguished and, ‘provided (DISC) 
key is normal, (DISC) relay releases# Removing 
the plug from the jack, without operating (DISC) 
key, restores the ’inceniing selector to normal, 
hut it is necessary to operate (DISC) key to 
restore the test circuit to normal*

6*376 Repeating Incoming Selectors - The test of these 
circuits in trunk closure position and beyond is. 
the same as for the corresponding non-repeating 
incomings#

6*38 Incoming Brush Continuity Test# The brushes on
banks not having access to the fifcal multiple test 
lines for testing incoming selectors may be tested 
in the following manner* nYn wiring: The final
selector test line, number 99 In the bank, on a 
final frame which is reached through the particular 
incoming brush it is .desired to test, is made busy 
at the I#DoF# by means of a P#B.X# make busy cord# 
The incoming selector is directed to a final 
selector on this frame and the final selector is
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fin~l selector -should connect is arranged to 
test automB:tloally the ringing, tripping and 
supervision ot the imom.ing ciroui to (KI) 
lamp remains lighted until the. ringing !s 
trip.ped • When the' .ringing 1s tripped, the· in
coming seleotor advances -to its talking posi
tion. An interrupter 1n the test line oi+-oui t 
causes 'the line supervisory relay .in "the in.! 
coming oirouj.t to f'lash 1n turn closing alid 
opening .the short oirouit around the high • 
resistance winding ot the incoming~ super
visory rel~• When the high resistance windihg 
is· ·short-ciroui ted (KIS) r.elay 1o.. the test o1r
ou1 t operates, extinguishine ·.(ll) le,np. • Thus 
fKI.S) relay f' lashes in turn tlas?iing the .(JO..)' 
lamp. (I-0 OX)· lamp remains light~ all through 
this test. 

''!he operation ot (DISO) key- operates (DISC) . · 
relay, which looks·through (B) aro and steps 
the swi toh to norm.al. Aa . the ewi toll leaves • 
positio~- 20. (XI) relay releases 0 extinguishing 
(KI)· lamp end releasing (KIS) relay and the 
incoming trunk supervisory relay• causing the . 
inooming sele.otor to restore to no-1• When the 
test swi toh reao'hes the normal poei tion (Sl,V) and 
(SU·) relays .release, ertinguishing (I-0 OK.) lamp, 
(LO) (OF) and ·(OFl) relays release and the 
( '+l3TJ ;tamp is e:x:tinguis_hed and, ·provided (DISO) 
key 1·s normal, (DISC) relay releases •. Removing 
the plug fro~ the Jack, w_1thout operating (DISC) 
key, restores the ·1noorri.ing selector to normal. 
but it is necessary to operate (DISC) key to 
restore the test c1rou1t to normal. • 

6.3?6 Repeating Incoming Selectors - The vest of these 
circuits in trunk closure position and beyond is. 
the same as for the corresponding non-repeating 
incomings. 

6.38 Incoming Brush Continuity 'Test.- The brushes on 
ban.ks not havigg access to the fiµal multiple test 
lines for testing incoming selectors may be tested 
in the followin~ manner. "V" ·wiring: . The fi:µal 
sel~ctor test line, number 99 in the bank,' on a 
final frame which is reached through the particulit.r 
incoming brush it is .desired to test, is.made busy 
at the I.D .. F. by means of a P.B.x. make busy cord. 
The· incoming selector is directed to a final 
seleotor on this frame and the final selector is 
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directed to this line. As the line is busy, busy 
back flashes, sent back by the final selector, cause 
the (1-0 OK) or (KI) lamp to flash,
ffWtt wiring: With "W" wiring it is not necessary
to make a final test line* busy. The brushes oh b&nks 
not having access to the final multiple test lines for 
testing incoming selectors may be tested in the follow
ing manner. Operate (IBC) key and a key in (THOUS) and
one in (HUND)row to direct the selector to the bank 
and group that it is desired to test. No, 1 final brush 
should be tripped regardless of which key is operated 
in (KUNDji row. Keys in (OFF, GR.) and (FINAL UNITS) 
rows need not be operated. The test ‘proceeds as for a 
regular test line call until the switch reaches final 
tens selection position. Here the fundamental circuit 
is open atf the (IBC) relay and the final will get no
closure for tens selection at this time. The switch
advances'out of this^ position from ground on the (IBC) 
key and into final units* selecti.on position in the 
regular manner. Here again the fundamental circuit is 
open at the (IBC) relay and the switch advances from 
ground on the (IBC) relay to position 17 and from posi
tion 17 in the regulag? manned to position 18, where the 
fundamental circuit is closed but with no counting relay 
operated. The final should ride to tell-tale in tens 
selection position and send the incoming to its reverse 
battery position. When the test circuit receives 
revers-e battery, (OF) and (0F1) relays operate, oper
ating (0), (BO), and (FO) relays, stepping the switch 
to position 19, where (BC-OIC) lamp lights as an indica
tion of satisfactory incoming brush continuity. The 
switch advances to position 20 from ground#on the front 
contact of (SL1) relay, and remains there with (BC-OK) 
lamp lighted until disconnection, which is accomplished 
as in the case of a regular test line call, . If the tip, 
ring or sleeve brushes had been Open, final brush 
selection would not have been made and the switch would 
have-stuck in. posit ion 10,

6,39 Incoming Selector Overflow - If during trunk hunting, 
all the trunks are busy, or if the selector has under- 
stepped on group selection, the incoming selector.goes 
to overflow. When the test circuit reaches position 10, 
the fundamental circuit is closed for final brush selec- 
tion^ but battery thru the winding of the incoming (L) 
relay is connected to the ring and ground is connected 
to the tip. The direction of the current is such that 
(OF) relay operates as well as (STP) relay, (OF) relay 
locks and operates (0F1) relay, lighting (OF) lamp, 
which continues lighted-, as an indication of overflow and 
the test circuit remains in position 10 until it is 
restored to normal.

.. 
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directed to this line. As the line is busy, busy 
back flashes, sent back by the final selector, cause 
the (I-0 OK) or {KI} lamp to flash. 

"W" wiring: With "W" w~ing it is not necessary 
to make a .final test linet busyo· The brushes on b~nks 
hot having access to the final multiple test lines tor 
testing incoming selectors may be tested in the follow
ing manner. Operate (IBC) key and a key in (THOUS) and 
one in (HtJND).row to direct the selector to the bank 
and group that it is desired to test. No. l final brush 
should be tripped r_egerdless of which key is (?perated 
in {HUND} row• Keys in {OF!'• GR• ) and ( FINAL UNITS) 
rows need not be operated. ·The test ~rooeeds as tor a 
regular test line oall until. the switch reaches final 
tens seleotion position. Here the fundamental circuit 
is open a~·the (IBC) relay and the tinal will get no 
closure for -tens selection at this time. The switch 
advances· .out of this position from ground on the ( IBC) 
key and into final units·seleqtipn position in the 
regular manner. Here again ·the fundamental circuit is 
open at the (IBC) relay and the switch advances from 
ground ·on the ·(IB.C) relay to position·l7 and from..posi~ 
t1on-17 in the regula~ manne~ to.position 18, where the 
fundamental circuit is closed bu~ with no counting relay 
operated. The final should ride to tell-tale in tens 
selection position and send the incoJning to its reverse 
battery position. When the test circui~ receives 

.reverse batterr, (OF) an~ (OFl) relays operate, oper
~ting (0), (BO, $nd (FO) relays, stepping the ~witch 
to position 19 9 where (BC-OK) lamp lights as an indica
tion of satisfactory incoming brush continuity. The 
switch advano,s to position 2Q from ground.on the front 
oont~ct of (SLl) relay., and remains there with (BC-OK) 
lamp lighted until diso~nnectio~, which is accomplished 
as in-the case or a regular test line pall •. If the tip, 
ring or sleeve brushes had been Open,. rinal brush 
selection would not bave been made and the switch would 
have-stuck in.position 10. 

6.39 Incoming Selector Overflow - If during trunk hunting, 
all :the trunks· are busy, or· if the select.or has under
stepped on. grQup selection, the incoming selector.goes 
to ov·erflow. When. the ~est circ:iit reaches position 10, • 
the fundamental .cirouit is closed for final brush selec
tion; but battery thru the winding of the incoming (L) 
~elay is connected to the ring and ground is connected 
to the tip. The direction of the current is such that 
(OP)' relay operates·as well as (STP) relay. (OF) relay 
locks. and operates {OFl) relay, lighting {OF) lamp, 
which continues ligbed, as an indication of overflow and 
the ·test .circuit remains in position 10 until it is 
restored to normal. • 
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604 Pinal Selectors
6*401 Start of Test - One numerical key in each row

except- the Tirst is operated to direct the final 
selector to the particular line required as is 
later explained* (STP) key is operated if it is 
desired to control the various steps of the test*

If it is desired to simulate the maximum trunk 
condition as regards resistance and capacity, 
where fig# S is used (FOR) key should be operated 
with all the resistance keys normal and where 
fig* F is used (1#38 M*F.) key should be operated 
and resistance keys should be operated to.insert 
1300 ohms in the fundamental circuit# When.it is 
desired to make tests without capacity, the 
resistance keys only.should be operated*

(FF) key is operated on all tests of the final 
selector circuit#

For all tests except brush continuity tests 
and tests requiring P.B*X# hunting, the final 
selector is directed to the top test line, line 
99 in the bank in which the three final test 
lines are located# When the P.B.X* hunting 
feature is to be tested, the final selector is 
directed to the bottom test line, line 97 in 
the bank*

For the line free test no keys except as 
noted above are operated*

To simulate the condition of individual or 
last line of a P*.B*X# group busy (FB) key is 
operated* To make a "no test” call (NT) and 
(FB) keys are operated* To test for a cross 
between the tip and sleeve (IXFF) key is oper
ated* (FT) jack is patched to the final test 
line jack in the jack box and (INT) jack.is 
patched to the interrupter jack in the jack box* 
When making final brush continuity tests where 
"W" wiring is used, patch. (D) Jack of the test 
set to (D) jack of the test final, selector and 
operate (FBC) key; where "V** wiring is used, 
operate (BC) key# The test circuit functions 
as described in paragraph 6#11 until position 3*
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6.4 ~nal.Seleotors 

6.401 Start of Test - One numerical key in each row 
except th~-~irst is operated to direct ·the final 
selector to the particular line required as is 
later explained. (STP) key is operated if it is 
desired to control the various steps of the· test. 

If' 1 t is desired to simulate the maximum trunk 
oondition as regards resistance and capacity, 
where fig. E 1s used (FCR) key should be 9per~ted 
with all the resistance keys normal and-where 
tig. Fis used (1.38 M.F.) key should be operated 
and resistance keys should be operated to.insert 
1300 ohms in the fundamental circuit. When.it is 
desired to make tests without capacity, the 
resistance.keys only.should be operated • 

. (FF) key. 1s operlt.ted on all tests of .the final 
seleotor oirouit. 

Hor all tests except brush continuity tests 
and tests requiring P.B.x. hunting, the final 
selector is directed to the top tes~ line, line 
99 in the bank in whioh the three final test -
lines are located. Whep. the P.B.X. hunting 
feature is to be tested, the final selector is 
directed to the bottom test line, line 97 in 
the bank. 

]for the line tree test no keys ex-oept as 
noted above are operatedo 

To simulate the condition of iJldi-vi du·a1 or 
last li.ne ot a. P • .B .• x. group busy (FB) key is 
operated. To make a "np test" call (NT) and 
( FB) keys are operated. To test tor a cross 
between the tip and sleeve (IXFF) key is oper
ated.. (FT) Jack is patohed to the tinal test 
line•jaok in the jack box and (INT) jack.is· 
patched to the inte~rupter ·jack in the jack box. 
When making final brush continuity tests where 
"W1' wiring is u.se.d, patch. (D) jack ot the test 
·set to (D) jack at the tepst· final.. selector and 
operate (¥BC) key; where -v• wiring is uaed, 
operate (BO) key. Thi' test.circuit tuno~ions 
as described in pa_ragraph .6 • .11 unti'l position 3. 

I 
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Ground on (C) arc through the make contact of (IT) 
key steps the switch from position 3 to position 50 
Ground through the break contact of (SLO) relay 
steps the switch to position 6* Ground on (C) arc, 
through the make contact of (TP) key steps the 
switch to position 8. Ground through the break 
contact of (SLO) relay steps the switch to 
position 9. In position 9, (C) relay operates, 
in turn operating (SLO) relay, stepping the 
switch to position 10.

6*402 Final Brush Selection, With the switch in
position 10, the fundamental circuit for final 
brush selection is established,. This circuit 
is from battery through the final (L) relay, 
the tip of (TST) jack, make contact of (L0) relay, 
compensating resistance keys, arc (E), winding 
of (OF) and (STP) relays,.break contact of (BO) 
relay, break contact of (T) relay where WVW wiring 
is used, compensating resistance keys,- make con
tact of (FF) key to ground,. (STP) relay operates 
but (OF) relay being polarized does not, (STP) 
relay operated, connects ground through the con
tacts of the operated numerical key in the second 
row through the winding of the corresponding 
counting relay, operating the counting relay, . 
Impulses from tile final selector (A) commutator short- 
circuit and release (STP) relay, allowing the 
prime relay corresponding to the operated count
ing relay to operate, Ihe operation of the prime 
relay transfers the pulsing lead fppm the numerical 
keys to the.next counting relay#-.The impulses from- 
the final selector circuit continue until (0) count
ing relay operates. When (STP) relay releases (BO) 
and (F0) relays operate. The operation of (BO) 
relay opens the fundamental circuit, causing the 
final selector circuit to advance. The operation 
of (F0) relay releases (ST) and (ST1) relays and 
steps the switoh to position 11, releasing (C) 
relay, in turn releasing- (SLO) relay and the count
ing relays. If (STP) key is normal, ground through 
the break contact .of (SLO) relay steps the switch 
to position 12, If (STP) key is operated, the 
switch remains in position 11 until (ST) key is . 
operated and released, the operation of (ST) key 
operating (ST) relay and the release of (ST) key 
removing the short-circuit around (ST1) relay, 
allowing it to operate and step the switch to 
position 12.

) 
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Ground on (0) arc through the make contact ot (:n) 
key steps the switch f'rom_ position 3 to position 5. 
Groun!i through tJie break contact of' (SLO} relay 
steps the switch to position 6. Ground on (C) ·are, 
~brough the make oontact of' (FF) key steps the 
switch to position a. Ground through the break 
contact ot (SLO) relay steps the switch to 
position 9. In position 9, (C) relay operates, 
in turn operating (SLO) relay, stepping the • 
switch to position 10. 

6.402 Final BlmSh Selection. With the switch in 
position 10, the fundamental circuit tor tinal 
brush selection is established •. This cirouit 
is. :from battery thrQugh the f'inal (L) relay, 
the tip or (TST) jack, ·make contact or (LO) relay, 
compensating resistan·oe keys, arc (E), winding 
ot (OF) and (STP) relays 1 .b~eak contact of (BO) 
relay, break co·ntact of { '-1:) relay where "V" wiring· 
is used, compensating resistance ·keys; make· con
ta9.t o:t (FF) key to ground.. (STP) relay operates 

·but (OF) relay being poJ.arized· doas .not. (STP) 
relay operated, connects ground through ·_the con-
tacts of' the operat~d numerical key 1n the second· 
row through the winding of' the corresponding 
ooun.ting relay, operating the counting relay • . 
Impulses fro~ tl!e final selector (A} commutator short
circuit and release (STP) relay, allowing the 
prim.e relay oorrespondi.i:lg to the operated o.ount-
ing relay to operate. The operation of' the prime 
relay trans:f'e~s the pulsing lead f'rpm th_e nUilierical 
keys to the. :p.ext counting relay. • . The imptllses trom.. 
the tinal selector circuit continue until (0) ·count
ing relay operates. When (STP)· relay releases (BO) 
and {FO) relays operate. The operation of' (BO) 
relay opens the :f'undam.ental. circuit, causing the 
final selector circuit to advance. The operation 
of (FO) .relay releases (ST} ·and (STl) relays and· 
steps the switch to position ll, releasing (C) 
relay, in turn re·leasing (SL9) relay ~d the eount-
ing relayso It (STP}· key is norD1l, ground through 
the break contact .or ( SLO) relay steps the switch • 
to·position 12. If' (Sn>) ·my is operated," the 
switch remains in position 11 until (ST) key 1~ . 
operated and.released, the·ope~ation of (S'l') key 
operating (ST) relay and the release of' (ST) key 
removing the short-circuit around (STl). relay, 
allowing. it to operate and step the switch to 
position 120 

'\ 

l 
I 
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6*403 Final Tens Selection* In position 12, (C) relay, 
operates, in turn operating (SLO) relay, stepping 
the switch to position 13, With the switch in 
position 13, the fundamental circuit for final 
tens selection.is established, operating (STP) 
relay* This connects ground through the make 
contact of the operated numerical key in the 
third row, to operate the corresponding counting 
relay* As pulses are received, the successive 
counting relays, operate* When (BO) and (F0) 
relays operate, the fundamental circuit is broken 
advancing the final selector, (ST) and (ST1) 
relays, if operated, are released, and the switch 
is stepped to position 14, releasing (C) relay, 
in turn releasing (SLO) relay and the counting 
relays* If fSTP) key is.normal, ground through 
the break contact of (-SL0) relay steps the switch 
to position 15* If (STP) key is operated, the 
advance out of position 14 is under control of 
(ST) key the same as in position 11*

6*404 Final Units Selection* In position 15, (C)
relay operates, in turn operating (SLO) relay, 
stepping the switdh to position 16. With the 
switch in position 16, the'fundamental circuit 
for final units selection is established, 
operating (STP) relay* This connects ground 
through the make contact of the operated numerical 
key in the fourth row, to operate the correspond
ing counting relay. As pulses are received, the 
successive counting relays operate. When (BO) 
and (F0) relays operate the fundamental circuit 
is broken advancing the final selector, (ST) and 
(ST1) relays, if operated, are released, and the 
switch is stepped to position 17, releasing (0) 
relay, in turn releasing (SLO) relay and the 
counting relays* Ground through the break con
tact of (SLO) relay steps the switch to position 
18* The fundamental circuit is closed in posi
tion 18, in order to advance the Kansas City final 
selectors* Ground through (C) arc steps the switch 
to position 19.

6*405 Sleeve Relay Operation. As the switch steps
from position 18 to position 19, the direct ground 
on the sleeve *of (TST) jack from (D) arc is re
placed by ground through the*45 ohm resistance

I 
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6.40~ Final Te~ Selection. In position 12, (C) ~elay. 
operates, in turn opereting (SLO) relay, st~pping 
the switch to position 130 With the swi_tch in 
position-13, the fundamental circuit for final 
tens selection.is established, op~rating. (STP) 
relay. This connects ground through the make 
contact of the operated numerical key in the 
third row, to operate the corresponding counting 
relay. As pulses are received, the successive 
counting relays. operate. When (BO) and (FO) 
relays operate, the fundamental circuit is broken 
advanci,ng the final selector, (ST) and (STl) 
relays, if operated, are released, and the switch 
is stepped to position 14, releasing (C) relay, 

60~04 

in turn releasing (SLO) relay and the counting 
relays. It tSTP) key is.normal, ground through 
the break oontact of ~SLO) relay steps the.switch 
to nosition 15. If (STP) key is operated, the 
advance out of position 14 is under control or 
(sr_) key the same as -in position 11. 

Final Units Selection. In position 15 (C) 
relay operates, 1n turn operating (SLor relay, 
step:,ing tlie ewi-t<fu to posit'ion 16. \!1th the 
switch in position 16, the.fundamental circuit 
for final units selection is established, 
operating (STP) relay. This conneets ground 
through the make contact of the operated numerical 
key in the fourth row, to operate the correspond
ing counting relay. As pulses are received, the 
successive counting relays operate. When (BO) 
and (FO) relays operate the fundamental circuit 
is broken advancing the final selector, {ST) ·and 
(STl) relays, if operated, are released~ a~d the 
switch is stepped to position 17, releasing (C} 
relay, in turn releasing (SLO) relay and the 
count-ing relays. Ground through the break con--
tact of (SLQ) relay steps the switch to position 
18. The fundamental circuit is clo~~d in post- . 
tion 18, in order to advance the Kansas City final 
·selectors. Ground through (C) arc steps the. sw·itcb 
to position 19. 

6.405 Sleeve Relay Operation. As the switch steps 
fro~ position 18 to position lS, the direct ground 
on· the sleeve -of (TST) jack from (n) arc .is re
placed by ground through the·45 ohm resistance 
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and the winding of (SLV) relay and battery thru the 1200 
ohm resistance and the winding of (SLV) relay# (SLY) re
lay will operate in series with (TK) relay to battery in 
the' final circuit# (SLV) relay operated in turn operates 
(SL1#) relay# (SL1) relay operated, steps the switch to 
position 20# bus IS )
, v; ■ . , ■ ■■■ .I,. , ’• 1&JLQ JLSQX7 ©Ju.w

6*406 Individual Line Free Test
■

To make a line free test without. £*B#X# hunting, the se
lector is directed to the top test line,' line 99 in the 
bank, and (FB) key is not operated#
When the final (L) felay releases on leaving the testing 
position, battery through 220 ohms is connected to the 
sleeve, through the sleeve of (FT) jack, break contacts 
of (FB) and (IXFF) keys, through both windings of (SLL) 
relay in series to ground, operating (SOLL) relay. The 
operation of (SLL) relay closes a circuit from battery 
through (FF-0K) lamp, make contact of (LO) relay, ring 
of (TST) jack, ring conductor of final selector, ring 
of (FT) jack, break contact of (DISC) key,, sleeve of 
(INT) jack, to ground through an interrupter, flashing (FF-0K) lamp# tie

Li ^ a 0 d [  © i  s  doktiw 
6.407 Last Line of P#B#X# Group Free Test .

: 9 #  el
To make a line free test with P#B#X# hunting, the selec
tor is directed to the bottom test line, line 97 .in the 
bank, and (FB) key is not operated# The selector will 
stop on line 97 on units selection# Battery through a 
resistance is connected to this terminal, this will ap
ply an operate test to the final (TB) relay when it ad
vances to its testing position and (TB) relay should 
operate and P.B.X# hunting start# Battery through a re
sistance is connected to the sleeve of line 98# This 
will apply a non-operate speed test to the final (PHX) 
relay as the final selector hunts.past this line# The 
final selector should hunt up to line 99 and as there 
is no battery connected to the sleeve of this line, the 
(TB) relay should not operate and the final selector 
should stop on this line and its sequence switch* should 
advance, connecting battery through 220 ohms to the 
sleeve. From this point on the operation is the same
as for rtIndividual Line Free Test"# > -

• ■
408 Individual Line Busy Test - s/ ■ t

L iw ‘s c d o e l e e  I s n J t l  (FB) key is operated when the action of a final selec
tor, directed to a busy line is to be tested# The op
eration of (FB) key disconnects (SLL) relay from’the 
sleeve of the test line and connects battery through 
a resistance in its place* • •

,
I 

• 

\ 
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and the winding of (SLV) relay and battery ..tbru the 1200 
ohm resistanoe and the winding ot (SLV) relay. {SLV) re
lay will operate in series with ('l'K} :relay to battery in 
the· f'inal circuit o ( SLV) ·relay operated 1.tL -turn operates 
(SLl·) reiay. (SLl) relay opera~ed, steps ma switch to 
position 20. • 

6.406 Individual Line Free Test 

6.407 

To make a l.ine fi'ee test without. ~.B.X.. hUJlt.i.Dg~ the se
lector is. directed to the top te~t liney- line 99 in the 
bank, and .(FB) key is not operated. 

ffi!en the final (L) relay releases on leaving the testing 
J)osition, battery tbr.ough 220 ohms is-connected to the 
sleeve, through the sleeve ot (l!'T) Jack. break contacts 
ot (FBJ and (IXET) keys, through both wJ.ndings ot .(SLL) 
relay in series to ground, operatj"Dg (SLL) rel.ay. The 
operation of (SLL) relay closes a oirouJ.t rrom. battery 
through (l!'F-OK): l'amp-, make contact ot (LO) re1ay, ring 
ot (TST) jack, ·ring oonduotor ot t1Da+ se1ec1.or, ring -
ot (FT) Jaok·, break contact of (DISC) key,_ sleeve ot 
(INT) jack, to ground through an interrupter. 1'1ashillg 
(FF-OK) lamp. 

,~--~ - .t 
Last Line ot P.B.X,. GJ."9UP Free .Test ~ 

To make • a line tree test with P .B.X. .lpm:t:1.Dg, the .selec
tor 1s directed to the bottom test l.imtt line 97 in the 
bank, and (FB) key is not· operated. 'lb.a sel.eotor Will 
stop on line 97 on units selection. Battery 'through a 
resistance is oonneoted _to this terminal., _-thi.a Will ap
ply an (?perate teat t.o the tinal (TB) ~Y When it ad
vances to its testing position and (.TB) relay should 
operate and P.B.X. hunting.start.- BatterT through a~
sietanoe is oonneoted·to the sleeve~ .l.iDe 98. This 
will apply a non-operate speed test tQ the r1.nal (PBX) 
relay as the :final sel.eotor hunts~pa.st Ul1.a 1..1ne. The 
final selector should hunt up to 11.Da 99 and· as there 
is no battery. connected to.the sleeTa o~ "this 1.1ne, the 
{TB) relay should not operate and th·~ f'1.D.au sel.actor 
should stop on this line and its sequeno-e Bllitalf shoulcl 
advance, oonnecting battery through 220 olllm.1io the 
sleeve. kom this poi~t on the Qpera-t1.on 1.s. the same 
as -ror "In.dividual Line Free Test".• ·e 

~ ,A 

408 Individual. Line Busy Test ! 
~re 

(FB) key is operated ,.-hen the a-ction -o,r a :tiJJa.l. sele~.;. 
tor, directed to a busy line 1s to be teS'l.ed. The op
eration ot (FB) key disoonneots (SLL) rel.ay :trom·-the 
sleeve of the test line and connects batt~ through. 
a resistance in its plaoe. 

l 
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After units selection the final selector makes a busy 
test, connecting ground through the winding of (PBX) 
and (TB) relays to the sleeve of the line, the circuit 
being completed through the sleeve of (FT) jack through 
the make contact of (FB) key, test resistances to bat
tery* (TB) and (PHI) relay should both operate, caus
ing the final elevator to restore to normal and the 
final sequence switch to advance to its "Busy back" po
sition* When (SLV) relay operates in position 19, (BB) 
relay operates and locks through (B) arc, and (SL1) 
relay operates, stepping the switch to position 20*
The operation of (BB) relay lights (FB-QK) lamp*
With the final selector circuit in its "busy back" po
sition, interrupted ground is connected back over the 
ring from the final selector, flashing (BB1) relay, 
in turn flashing (FB-OK) lamp* (1-0 OK) lamp which 
lighted on the operation of (SLl) relay remains 
lighted during this test*

6*409 Last Line of P*B*X* Group Busy Test
When it is desired to test the action of a final selec
tor when directed to a group of P.B*X* lines all of 
which are busy, the final selector is directed to the 
bottom test line, line 97 in the bank, and (FB) key 
is operated the same as for "Individual Line Busy Test". 
The operation is the same as "Last Line of P*B*X* Group 
Freq Test" until the final selector reaches line 99, 
when the final (PBX) relay should operate and. the test 
should proceed the same as for "Individual Line Busy 
Tbst".

6*410 Final Brush Continuity Test
The brushes on banks not having access to test lines 
may be tested in the following manner: Where "W" wir
ing is .used, make the test final selector busy by in
serting a make-busy plug in the (TMB) jack and patch 
(D) jack of test set to (D) jack of test final selec
tor, raise test final elevator to the final terminal 
to whieh the selector under test is to be directed and 
trip the brush of the test final selector manually*
With either "V" or "W" wiring, (BC) or (FBC) keys res
pectively are operated, operating (BC) relay and the 
final selector is directed to any working terminal*
If the line Is a direct or last P.B*X. line busy, the 
final selector will advance to its busy back position* 
No lamp indication is given of this but the tester can 
observe that the down drive has taken place* If the 
line is a busy intermediate P*B*X* line, the final 
should hunt off it and the test man should check 
against this condition by observation before proceeding

P.D-239844 - Issue 23-D - Page 32 

4f'ter units se1ect1on the f'inal selector makes a buey 
test connectiDg ground tb:rough the win~ing ot (PBX) 
and ls) rel.aye to the sleeve of the line 1 the oirouit 
b~ing QOlllPl.eted through the sleeve of (lTJ jack through 
the ma.Jee ocmtaot o:r_ (FB) key, test resistances to bat~ 
tery. (TB) and (PBX) relay should both operate, caus
ing the t'i.nal. e1evator to restore to normaJ. and the 
:final sequ~oe switch to advance to its "Busy baok" · po
sition. llhen (SLV) relay operates in position 19, (BB) 
relay operatea·and locks through (B) arc, and (SLll 
re1ay operates, atep~ing the switch to position 20. 
The operation of ·(BB) relay lights (FB-OK) lamp. 

• • • I 

With the t1naJ. selector oircUit· in its "busy back" po
sition. in~errapted ground is COlllleoted back over the 
ri.Jlg fi"oJD. the -final· selector, :fl.ashing .(BBl) relay, 
in turn naah1ng (FB-OK} lamp. (I-0 OK) lamp which 
lighted on the ·opera.ti-on .of (SU) relay remains 
lighted -durJ.Dg this test. 

Last Line of·P.B.X. Group Busy Test 

When it is desired to test the actiQn of a final selec
tor When directed to. a group of P.B.X. lines ·a11 o"t 
which are b1J.?Y, the final selector is directed to_the 
bottom test 11ne, • line 97 in the bank, and (FB) key 
is Qperated the same as for "Individual Line Busy T~st". 
The operation is the same as "Last Line ot P..B.X. Group 
J"re~ Ten•· autU the ~na.l • sele ot6r. reaohe s line 99, 
when t.be :ti.m.1 (PBX) relay shoUld operate and. the ~est 
should prooeed the sam.e as for "Individual tine Busy 
'r~st"• 

6.4l.O l.Pinal. Bnailb Continuity Test 

The brushes on banks not having access to test lines 
. may be ta~ in the tollowing manner: Where "W" wir

ing .is .used, aake the tBst tinal selector busy by in
serting a Jake-buy plug in the ('1'11B) Jack and patch 
(l>) Jack o:t teat set. to (D) Jack or teat final ·selec
tor, raise "test final elentor to the t'ina1 teminal 
to Whiah tae aeleotor under test is to be directed and 
trip the bra.ah o:t the test fiaal selector manually. 
Witll either -.P·or "If" wiring, (BO) or -(~) keys res
peot1ve1y are operated, operating (BC) relay and the 
tinal seleo1ior is directed to any working terminal. 
I:t the l.1De la a·direct or-last P.B.X. line busy, the 
tiDal. aelao1ior 1'111 adv.ance to its busy back p·osi tion. 
Bo lalllp 1D4.loation is given ot this b\lt the tester can 
ob,aern that the down drive has taken place. • It the 
l~ 1a a buay intel"Jlled:fate P • .B.x. line, the final. 
&4ouJ.d·h11at art 1t ·and the test man should oheok 
,agalnat_ ~• oondition by observation betore proceeding 

• 
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6.411

with the test. Where possible it is desirable to avoid 
final brush continuity testing on an intermediate P,B*X, 
line. If the line is free, battery through 220 ohms 
will be connected to the sleeve of the- line by the final 
selector, operating the (CO) relay in the line circuit 
and the final selector advances to its talking position, 
wyn wirings The tester then connects -ground to the 
sleeve terminal of any one of the multiple brushes*
"W" wiring: The tester then operates (GRD-SLV) key.
In either case, this will short-circuit and release (CO) 
relay in the line circuit, in turn connecting ground to 
the tip and battery through the winding of. the (L) re
lay to the ring. This causes (CS) relay which is 
bridged across the tip and ring to operate, but (L) re
lay will not operate, as the resistance of (CS) relay 
is too high, (CS) relay will operate providing 
the tip and ring multiple brushes are making contact 
and there is no break in the tip and ring conductors.
(CLS) relay operated, operates (CS1) relay, lighting 
(BC-OK) lans>.
With WK" wiring the operation is the same as above 
except that the advance of the switch from position 
18 to ppsition 19 is controlled by the operation of 
(P0) reiay. When the final selector advances after 
units selection, the fundamental circuit is again 
closed for final advance; this operates (STP) relay 
in turn operating (0) counting relay through the make 
contact of (BC) relay. When the final advances and 
opens the fundamental circuit (STP) relay releases, 
removing the short circuit around (BO) and (F0) re
lays which operate, (BO) relay operated, opens the 
fundamental circuit and (F0) relay operated steps 
the switch from position 18 to position 19,
Test of Final Selectors to Particular Lines. ("X", nY" 
and "W" Wiring, "X" Apparatus and Fig, G)

, XOBf, ) lO QCLt'XThe particular line idle test is made as described 
for final brush continuity test. When making this 
test to lines having the tip ground open in the line 
circuit the (TGO) key should be operated. The (TGO) 
key operated closes a circuit to furnish ground thru 
9000 ohms to the tip for operating the (CS) relay 
when the cut-off relay in the line circuit is shunted 
down by the operation of the (GRD-SLV) key. To make 
the particular line busy test the preliminary opera
tions are made as when making the. particular line 
idle test except the (PLB) key should be operated 
and (FBC) key should be normal. The operation of 
the (PLB) key prepares a circuit for connecting battery 
thru 265 ohms to the sleeve of the (D) jack and closes a

/ 
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with the test. Where possible it is desirable to avoid 
:final brush continuity testing on an intermediate P.B.x. 
line. It the line is tree, battery through 220 ohms 
Will be conneoted to the sleeve of the· line by the final 
seleotor, operating the (CO) relay 1n the line o1:rou1t 
and the final sele~tor advances to its talking position • 
"V" wiring: The tester then connects -ground to the 
sleeve terminal of any one o:f' the multiple brushes• 
"W" wiring: The tester then operatee (GRD-SLV) key. 
In either case, this will short-eirouit and release. (CO) 
relay 1n the line circuit, in turn.oonneoting ground to 
the tip and battery through the winding o~. the (L) re
lay to the ring. This causes (CS) relay which is 
bridged across· th~ tip and ring to operate, but (L) re
lay.will not operate, as the resistance of (OS) i-elay 
is too- high. (CS) relay will ..--operate -providing 
the tip and ring multiple brushes are making contact 
and there is no break 1n the tip and ring conductors. 
{CS) relay operated, operates (CSl) relay, lighting 
( BC-OK) lamp• 

With "K" wiring the operation is the same as above 
except that the advanoe of the switch t'rom position 
18 to p9sition 19 is controlled by the operation or 
(FO) relay. When the final selector advances after· 
units selection, the ~damental circuit is again 
closed :f'or final advance; this operates (S'l!P) relay 
in turn operating (0) counting relaY. through the make 
contact ot (BC) relay. When the final advances and 
open.a the fundamental ~ircuit (STP) relay releases, 
removing the short- c-ircuit around (BO) and (]IQ) re-· 
lays·wb.Ioh operate. (BO) relay operated. opens the 
fundamental oirouit and (FO) relay operated steps 
the switch from position 18 to position 19. 

Test ot Final Selectors to Particular Lines. ("X", "Y1' 
and "W" Wiring, "X" Apparatus and Fig. G) 

The particular line idle test is Ill8,de as described 
tor f'inal brush oontinui ty test. When me.king this 
test to lines having ~e ttp ground open in the line 
circuit the (TGO) key should be operated. The ('l'GO) 
key operated closes a circuit to :f'u.rnish ground .thru 
9000 ohms to the tip tor operating the (OS) relay 
when the out-off relay in the line circuit is shunted 
down b.y th·e operation or the (GRD-SLV} key. To make 
the particular line busy test the prelillrl,nary·opera
tions are made as when ma.king the. particular line 
idle test except the (PLB) key should be operated 
and (FBC) key should be normal, The operation ot 
the (PLB) key prepares a circuit tor eonnecting battery 
thru 265 ohms to the sleeve of the (D) Jack and closes a 
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circuit for operating the (BB) relay when the (SLV) re
lay operates* The selector is directed to the terminals 
on which the test selector rests* The line should test 
busy and the final selector should restore to normal*
With the stepping switch in position 19 the (SLV) relay 
operates operating the (SLl) and (BB) relays* The (SL1) 
relay operating advances the stepping switch to position 
20 and lights the (1-0 OK) lamp* The (BB) relay opera
ting locks to ground from the (B) arc of.the (RM) selector 
and closes a circuit from the ring of. the test jack- to the 
winding of the (BB1) relay* With the final selector in 
the busy back position interrupted ground is connected to 
the ring from the final selector* The (BB1) relay oper
ates and releases from the interrupter ground in turn 
flashing the (FB OK) lamp. The (1-0 OK) lamp which lighted 
on the operation of the (SLl) relay remains lighted 
during this test. Before the circuit is restored to 
normal after the particular line busy test the tester 
should observe the position of the final elevator to 
see that the final did not go to tell-tale*

6*412 Hold Test of Final (L) Relay
The hold of the final (L) relay may be tested on dis
connecting after a wline fr*eeM test* The operation of 
(DISC) key* operates (DISC) relay, vhich locks through 
(B) arc and steps the switch to normal. As the switch 
leaves position 21, ground is removed from the sleeve 
of (TST) jack permitting (TK) relay in the final cir
cuit to release, advancing the final selector to its 
"awaiting called subscriber’s release" position. The 
filial selector connects ground to the incoming sleeve, 
operating (T) relay in the test circuit, lighting the 
(BY) lamp and connects battery thru the winding of (L) 
relay and a resistance in parallel to the ring of (FT) 
jack and ground to the tip of (FT) jack. With (DISC) 
key operated resistances are bridged across the tip and 
ring of (FT) jack forming a holding path for the final 
selector (L) relay. (BY) lamp remaining lighted indi
cates that the final selector (L) relay is holding*
Where final selector circuits are tested which are ar
ranged to function over subscriber loop ranges that ex
tend to 1300 ohms, key <LBF)(nABw apparatus) is operated. 
Key (LRF) operated bridges resistances 1300 ohms and 3&2 
ohms in series ("AB" apparatus.) across the tip and ring 
of jack (FT) which forms the holding path for the final 
selector (L) relay*
Where final selector circuits are tested which are ar
ranged to function over subscriber loop ranges that extend 
to 750 ohms, key (LRF) is not operated* Under this condi
tion resistances 500 ohms and 340 ohms in series are 
bridged across the tip and ring for making the hold test 
of the final selector (L) relay.

|1
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oirouit tor operating the (BB) relay when the . (SLV) re-
lay operates. Tl;le sele~tor is directed to the terminals 
on which the test selector rests. The line should test 
busy and the :tinal selector should restore to normal. 
With the stepping switch in position 19 the (SLV) relay 
operates operating the (SIJ.) and {BB) relays. The (SLl.) 
relay operating advances the stepping switoh to position 
20 and lights the (I-0 OK). lamp. The (BB} relay opera• 
ting l.ocks to ground trom the (B) aro ot. t~e (RM). selector 
a~d closes a circuit trom the ring of. the ~est Jao~ to the 
winding ot the (BBl) relay. With the final. selector in 
·the busy back position interrupted ground is connected to 
the ring .trom the final selector. The (BBl) relay oper
ates and releases from the int~rrupter ground· in turn. 
:tlashing the (FB OK) la.mp. The (I-0 OK) lamp which lighted 
on the operation of the (SLl) relay remains lighted 
during th1:s test. Beto re the circuit i~ restored to 
normal attar the particular line busy test the tester 
should observe the position of the final elevator to 
see that the final. did not go to tell-tale •. 

60412 Hold Test ot Final (L) Relay 

The hold of the final. {L) relay may be tested on dis
conne~ing after a "~ine fr~e" test. The operation of 
(DISC) key. operates (DIOO) relay, which loc)rs thro.ugh 
(B) arc and steps the switch to norm.l. As the switch 
leaves position 21, ground is removed trom the sleeve 
ot (TST) Jack permitting {TK) relay in the final cir
·ouit to re-lease, ··advancing the tin.al. selector to its 
"awaiting o~led subscriber's release" position. The 
:filial selector connects ground to the incoming sl.eeve, 
op~rating ( T) relay in the test ciroui t, lighting the 
(BY.} lamp and connects battery thru the winding o:f (L) 
relay and a resistance in parallel to the ring o:f (FT) 
Jack and ground to the tip o:t (P'T} Jack. With (DISC) 
key operated resistances are bridged across the tip and 
ring o~ (PT) Jaok forming a holding path tor the final 
selector (L) rel.ay. (BY) lamp remaining lighted indi-· 
oates that the :final selector (L) relay is holdipg. 

Where :final sel.eotor circuits are tested which are ar ... 
ranged to :tunction over subscriber l.oop ranees that ex
tend to 1300 ohms, key {LRl')("AB" apparatus) is· operated. 

·xay (LRJ') ·operated brfdges resistances 1300 ohms and 36-2 
ohms in series ( "AB" apparatus.) across the tip and ring 
ot Jack (ff) Which :torms the· holding path tor the :final 
selector (L) relay. 

Wh6re tina.l selector circuits are tested which are ·ar
ranged to :runo·tion oTer subscriber lo~p. ranges that extend 
to 750. ohms, key (I.RP') is not operated. Under this condi
tion resistances 500 ohms and 340 ohms 1n series a.l'e 
bridged aoroas the tip and ring tor rnek1ng the hold test· 
ot the tinal selector (L) relay. 

\ 

• 
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On finals having a time measure release feature, the (L) 
relay may he tested by holding (DISC) key operated until 
the final advances to normal under control of an in
terrupter, or its failure to advance will be noted if 
this feature is inoperative. The release of (DISC) 
key opens the holding circuit permitting the final 
(L) relay to release, restoring the final selector 
to normal, removing ground from the incoming sleeve 
releasing (T) relay and extinguishing (BY) lamp,

60413 Final Disconnection
If it is not desired to test the hold of the final 
(L) relay, disconnection is accomplished either by 
operating the (DISC) key or provided the switch is in 
position 20, by removing the plug from the test jack.
The operation of (DISC) key operates (DISC) relay which 
locks through (B) arc and stens the switch to normal.
As the switch leaves position 21, ground through the 
winding of (SLV) relay is disconnected from the sleeve 
and the final selector advances, and (SLV) relay re
leases, in turn releasing (SL1) relay. Removing the 
plug from the test jack allows the final selector to 
restore to normal releasing (SLL) relay if operated 
and releases (SLV) relay, in turn releasing (SL1) 
relay, operating (DISC) relay which locks through (B) 
arc and steps the switch to normal. The release of 
(SL1) relay extinguishes (FF-OK) lamp on "line free" 
tests and (1-0 OK) lamp on "line busy" test. When the 
switch leaves position <21, (L0) relay releases, the 
(BB) relay, if operated, releases, extinguishes 
(FB-OK) lamp. On reaching normal (DISC) relay re
leases, provided (DISC) key is normal, (TST) lamp is 
extinguished and the test circuit is normal,

6.414 Final Selector "No Test” Feature
When it is desired to test the "No Test" feature,
(NT) key as well as (FB) key is operated, and the 
final selector is directed to the top test line, 
line 99 in the bank. The operation of (NT) key 
connects battery to the ring through a resistance.
The (PBX) relay should operate and cause the final 
selector to remain on the test line in spite of its 
busy condition. The operation of (NT) key also re
places the interrupted ground on the ring of (FT) 
jack by a steady ground. This causes the operation 
of (BBl) relay, extinguishing (FB-OK) lamp which 
lighted when (BB) relay operated.

6.415 Tip Sleeve Cross Test
When it is desired to test to determine whether the 
tip and sleeve are crossed, (IXFF) key is operated 
and the final selector is directed to the test line.

• 
' 
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On finals having a time measure release feature, the (L) 
relay may be tested by holding (DISC) key operated until 
the final advances to normal under control of an in~ 
terrupter, or its failure to advance will be noted if 
this feature is inoperative. The release of (DISC) 
key opens the holding circuit permitting the final 
(L) relay to release, restoring the final selector 
to normal, removing ground from the incoming sleeve 
releasing (T) relay and extinguishing (BY) lamp. 

6.413 Final Disconnection 

If it ·is not desired to test the hold or the final 
(L) relay, disconnection is accomplished either by 
operating the (DISC) key or provided the switch is in 
position 20, by removing the plug from the test jack. 
The operation of (DISC} key operates (DISC) relay which 
locks through (B) arc and steus the switch to normal. 
As the switch leaves position 21, ground through the 
winding of (SLV) relay is disconnected from the sleeve 
and the final selector advances, and {SLV) relay re
leases, in turn releasing (SLl) relay. Removing the 
plug from the test jack allows the final selector to 
restore to normal releasing (SLL) relay if operated 
and releases {SLV) relay, in turn releasing (SLl) 
relay, operating (DISC) relay which locks through (B) 
arc and steps the switch to normal. The release of 
(SLl) relay· extin~ishes {FF-OK) lamp on "line free" 
tests and (I-0 OK) lamp on "line busy" test. When the 
switch leaves position 21. {LO) relay releases, the 
(BB) relay, if operated, releases, extinguishes 
(FB-OK) lamp. On reaching normal {DISC) relay re
leases, provided {DISC) key is normal, {TST) lamp is 
extinguished and the test circuit is normal. 

6.414 Final Selector "No Test" Feature 

When it is desired to test the "No Test" feature, 
{NT) key as well as (FB} key is operated, and the 
final selector is directed to the top test line, 
line 99 in the bank. The operation of (NT) key 
connects battery to the ring through a resistan_ce. 
The {PBX) relay should operate and cause the final 
selector to remain on the test line in spite of its 
busy condition. The operation of {NT) key also re
places the interrupted ground on the ring of {FT) 
jack by a steady groundo This oauses the operation 
of (BBl) relay, extinguishing (FB-OK) lamp which 
lighted when (BB) relay operated. 

6.415 Tip Sleeve Cross Test 

When it is desired to test to determine whether the 
tip and sleeve are crossed, (IXFF) key is operated 
and the final selector is directed to the test line. 

I 
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The operation of (IXFF) key also connects ground 
through the 100 ohm winding of (SLL) relay to the 
sleeve of (FT) jack instead of ground through both 
windings in series. Battery through 220 ohms in the 
final selector operates (SLL) relay, causing (CS) 
relay to operate, in turn operating (CS1) relay.
(CS1) relay operated, connects battery to the wind
ing of (CS) relay holding it operated in case (SLL) 
relay should release, it also connects ground to the 
tip of (TST) jack. If the tip and sleeve are crossed 
this ground would short-circuit (SLL) relay, permit
ting it to release. The release of (SLL) relay would 
light (SLV-X) lamp and (1-0 OK) lamp and prevent (FF-OK) 
lamp from flashing.

6.5 Caution - All Types of Circuits
Care should be exercised when disconnecting the test 
circuit- from a selector circuit to be sure that the 
selector circuit is restored to normal, as a selec
tor circuit left in an off normal condition may cause 
a wrong connection or the loss of a call.

BELL TELEPHONE LABORATORIES, INC.
DEPT. 332
EJ)

WLF)

___
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The operation of (Ill'F) key also connects ground 
through the 100 ohm winding of (SLL) relay to the 
sleeve or (P'T) jack instead or ground through both 
windings in series. Battery through 220 ohms in the 
final selector operates (SLI.) relay, causing (CS) 
relay to operate, in tm-n operating (CSl) relay. 

(CSl) relay operated, connects battery to the wind-
ing of (CS) relay holding it operated in case (SLL) 
relay should release, it also connects ground to the 
tip or (TST) jack. If the tip and sleeve are crossed 
this ground would short-circuit (SLL) relay, permit
ting it to release. The release of (SLL) relay would 
light (SLV-X) lamp and (I-0 OK) lamp and prevent (FF-OK) 
lamp from flashing. 

6.5 Caution - All Types of' Circuits 

Care should be exercised when disconnecting the test 
circuit· from a selector circuit to be sure that the 
selector circuit is restored to norml, as a selec
tor circuit left in an off normal condition may cause 
a wrong connection or the loss of a call.. 

BELL TELEPHONE LABORATORIES, INC. 

DEPT. 332 

EJ) 
WLP) 


